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ABSTRACT 

The structure and symmetry of grain boundary translational states in the E3 

{11O} / / {111} and {110} / / {112} bicrystals are reported. Symmetry-dictated extrema 

in interfacial energy with respect to "in-plane" translation are found. Atomic level 

calculations are performed to construct a complete y surface for the cell of non

identical displacements of the system. The thermodynamics of interfaces is extended 

to include translation as a degree of freedom. The conditions of equilibrium 

between translational states are then investigated. These conditions in conjunction 

with the y surface are used to explain experimental observations of translational 

states along boundaries in the E3 system. It is shown that under certain constraints, 

segments of boundary which are unstable with respect to translation may exist. This 

is consistent with experimental observations. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

A large majority of materials which are of engineering importance are 

poly crystalline in nature. A polycrystalline material is composed of many misoriented 

small single crystals called grains. The interface where two misoriented grains meet 

in a material is called a grain boundary. Both the average grain size and the specific 

types of grain boundaries present in a material together constitute what is known as 

the microstructure of the material. 

The microstructure of a material has a direct influence on its properties. 

Thus, to design a material which has particular desired properties, it is necessary to 

be able to control its microstructure. To do this, a detailed understanding of 

microstructural development is important. In this dissertation we choose to 

concentrate on grain boundaries. To understand why certain types of grain 

boundaries form and under what conditions, it is necessary to look at their mobility 

and the kinetics of grain boundary migration. The driving force for these dynamic 

processes is proportional to the energies of the boundaries. The examination and 

determination of these energies with respect to the structure of the boundary is part 

of the field of interfacial thermodynamics. 

Gibbs was the first person to treat the thermodynamics of interfaces in a 

consistent manner. He recognized that the energy of an interface was dependent on 

geometric parameters, namely the relative orientation between two crystals and the 
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orientation of an interface between them.1 Wulff went on to examine the 

relationship between the energy of a surface and its orientation in a crystal, which 

was later expanded upon by Herring,3,4 Fran12 and Cahn.6,7,8,9 Cahn and others 

have since continued to formalize the thermodynamics of interfaces-with respect to 

grain boundary inclination, examining grain boundary phases and phase 

transitions.10,1l,12,13,14 

There have been many experimental and theoretical investigations of the 

relationship between interfacial energy and grain boundary plane 

orientation.1S,16,17,18,19 A great deal of work has also been done on the 

energies of interfaces with respect to the rotation angle between grains.20,21,22,23 

These are both considered as macroscopic variables of the energy, as they are both 

observable with conventional macroscopic techniques. With the development of 

more sophisticated equipment, however, the microscopic degrees of freedom have 

now become experimentally observable. One such variable is the amount of relative 

translation between two misoriented crystals. Techniques using Transmission 

Electron Microscopy (TEM),24 x-ray diffraction,2S and High Resolution Electron 

Microscopy (HREM),26 have all made quantification of this variable accessible. 

Furthermore, advances in atomistic modelling27 and computer simulation 

techniques28,29 have provided precise atomic level investigation of interfaces. 

Using the above techniques, there are many experimental examples in the 

literature of various boundaries in different translation states.30 A review of the 
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literature is provided by EI-Eraki et al.31 A good number of computer simulations 

of grain boundaries in translated states have also been performed, usually in 

conjunction with experimental work.32,33,34,3S A review article for the I:3 (112) 

boundary in fcc semiconductors is given by Cheikh et al.36 

While a great deal of effort has been placed on experiment, simulation and 

modelling of the translation states of grain boundaries, very little has been written 

on their thermodynamics. In the development of the thermodynamics of interfaces, 

grain boundary translation states have not been extensively considered. The usual 

assumption is that boundaries will relax this degree of freedom to the lowest energy 

state. The observation of various different boundary states, not always in their lowest 

energy configuration, however, says that this assumption is not always valid. The 

focus of this dissertation will be to look at the thermodynamics of the translational 

states of grain boundaries. 

To investigate how the energy of a grain boundary varies with relative 

translation, it is important to choose a system which is already in a low energy state 

with respect to the grain misorientation and grain boundary plane orientation. For 

fcc materials, it has been shown that a relative rotation of 70.5° about a common 

[110] axis is a deep minimum in energy with respect to grain misorientation.37 This 

structure is commonly referred to as the I:3 structure. In the I:3 system, the {Ill} 

grain boundary plane orientation has a deep minima in energy, as does a modified 

{112} structure. Thus, due to their relatively low energy, the I:3 (111) and I:3 (112) 
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grain boundaries are commonly observed in real materials, making them important 

boundaries for study. 

This dissertation will investigate the energies of the translational states of the 

I:3 (111) and (112) boundaries. Many schemes have been devised to explain the 

relationship between structure and energy in grain boundaries. Sutton and Balluffi 

have shown, however, that the only consistent method for locating an extremum in 

energy is one based on the symmetry of the interface.38 This dissertation will, 

therefore, use geometrical models in conjunction with symmetry analysis as a guide 

for predicting the thermodynamic stability of specific translational states of an 

interface. 

What follows in chapter two is a review of geometric modelling tools used in 

the study of crystals and crystalline interfaces. This is succeeded by an introduction 

to symmetry analysis and a brief review of the thermodynamics of interfaces. 

Chapter three uses symmetry analysis to make predictions regarding the 

thermodynamics of translational states of I:3 interfaces. As Sutton and Balluffi have 

pointed out, however, symmetry can only reveal extrema in energy.38 Thus, energy 

calculations are performed to determine the nature of the extrema. Chapter four 

then builds on the symmetry predictions and energy calculations of chapter three, by 

integrating the results into an extension of the thermodynamics of interfaces. The 

approach for incorporating translations into the theory of interfacial thermodynamics 

follows along the lines described in chapter two for plane orientation. These 
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concepts are then employed to explain experimental observations of (111) and (112) 

boundaries in the I:3 system. 



CHAPTER'IWO: BACKGROUND 

2.1 Geometrical Models 

2.1.1 Crystals and Bicrystals 

15 

Traditionally, one of the main objectives of crystallography has been to 

describe the structure and properties of real crystals. In recent years, crystallography 

has been extended to include the study of bicrystals and interfaces. The first step 

towards the construction of a geometric model of a crystal is to chose an appropriate 

lattice. Once a lattice is chosen, atoms or groups of atoms may be placed at or 

around lattice sites. This grouping is called a motif or basis for the lattice. Together, 

a lattice and a basis form a geometrical model for a crystal. For many crystalline 

materials, including simple metals, the appropriate basis is to place an atom at each 

lattice site. For the remainder of this dissertation, this basis will be adopted for all 

theoretical constructions. Thus, the following discussion uses atoms or atomic sites 

interchangeably with lattice points or sites. 

A periodic lattice is an infinite array of points in space which are arranged in 

such a way that the environment of each point is identical to the environment of 

every other point. A common method for generating such an array is to begin with 

a single point. Next define three vectors a, band c all originating from this point, 

such that a and b are not collinear, and c is not coplanar with the ab plane. Now 

place an additional point at the end of each of the vectors. These three vectors are 
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the primitive lattice vectors which define a polyhedron known as the primitive {unit] 

cell of the lattice. A lattice may now be created by repeating the set of points in the 

primitive cell in all directions. Equivalently, the lattice may be defined as the set of 

all vector translations T = la + mb + nc, where 1, m and n are integers. These 

vectors, called lattice vectors, comprise all of the vectors which connect all lattice 

points to all other lattice points. In other words, the lattice is invariant under lattice 

vector translations. Note that primitive lattice vectors are a special case where one 

of the coefficients (I, m or n) is equal to one, while the other two are zero. 

To successfully produce a three dimensional lattice using the method 

described above, certain restrictions must be placed on the choice of a set of 

primitive lattice vectors. In fact, there exist only seven unique cell shapes (with 

planar surfaces), each of which, when repeated periodically, completely fill three

dimensional space (i.e. leave no gaps in between shapes). These are known as the 

seven crystal systems: triclinic, monoclinic, orthorhombic, tetragonal, cubic, 

rhombohedral (or trigonal) and hexagonal. The most general of the cell shapes is 

triclinic. Six other special shapes are defined based on the relationship between the 

magnitude and direction of their three primitive lattice vectors. For four of these 

shapes, additional lattice sites may be introduced at the bases, faces or body centers, 

to create a new lattice; i.e., a new pattern is formed which still meets the lattice 

condition that each point must have an identical environment. With the addition of 

extra points, the common unit cell for these lattices becomes non-primitive. A 
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special set of lattice vectors are identified as the unit cell vectors, which define the 

non-primitive unit cell. These vectors are integer sums of primitive lattice vectors, 

however, as the non-primitive unit cell may always be reduced to one of the seven 

classes of primitive cells (see figure 2.1). The end result of this process is fourteen 

unique lattices distributed among the seven crystal systems, known as the Bravais 

crystal lattices.t 

While the Bravais lattices are useful for describing a single crystal, this 

dissertation, focuses on the study of grain boundaries, i.e. the interface between two 

differently oriented crystals. To this end, the above model of a single crystal (grain) 

may be extended to analyze polycrystals and grain boundaries. The simplest case is 

that in which two semi-infinite lattices meet at a single planar interface. This 

structure is called a bicrystal as it contains two (semi-infinite) crystals. There are 

nine geometrical parameters which are required to uniquely determine the 

interface.39 Three angular variables specify the rigid body rotational misorientation 

R between the grains. Two additional variables specify the orientation of the 

interface between the grains, given by the [unit] vector normal, D. Together, these 

are known as the macroscopic variables of the system. Three more variables 

describe the relative rigid body translation t between the misoriented grains. Finally, 

the value Do specifies the exact location of the interface along its normal D. These 

four latter variables are known as microscopic variables. 

t See Appendix A 
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IJ 

Figure 2.1 Depiction of a rhombohedral primitive cell within a face centered 
cubic unit cell (taken from reference 40, p 13). 
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To begin construction of a bicrystal, envision two identical, perfect, infinite 

lattices, one with 'white' atoms as a basis, the other with 'black' ones.t 

Superimpose the two lattices so that all atomic sites of the white lattice. coincide with 

those of the black. Now arbitrarily impose a rigid body rotation on the white lattice, 

followed by a relative rigid body translation. The resulting stmcture of 

interpenetrating crystals is called the dichromatic pattern (DCP).41 Once a DCP 

is created, a planar interface may be inserted wherever desired. Atoms of a different 

color may then be 'removed' from either side of the interface; i.e. black from one 

side and white from the other. The resulting structure is a bicrystal, consisting of two 

(oppositely colored) semi-infinite crystals at different orientations, meeting at a 

planar grain boundary interface. Many different bicrystals may be constructed from 

a single DCP, however each bicrystal can trace its roots to a unique DCP. 

The dichromatic pattern serves as an extremely useful approach for analyzing 

grain boundaries. For example, a DCP may contain atomic sites where both a black 

and a white atom reside. These are known as coincident sites. Grain boundaries are 

often described by the number of coincident sites in their corresponding DCP. The 

ratio of all atomic sites to the number of coincident sites in the DCP is given as I:. 

The number I: is a function of the lattice types as well as Rand t. 

t For the simplicity of demonstration, the two lattices are taken to be identical both with respect 
to type and parameter. The construction technique, however is general, and the two lattices 
only need to start at a common origin. 
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Figure 2.2 Dichromatic pattern of a ~3 misorientation between two face 
centered cubic lattices, shown in [110] projection. The vector a 
is a CSL lattice vector. 

20. 
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Figure 2.2 shows an example of a DCP created by a 70.52° rotation about a 

common [110] direction of two interpenetrated fcc lattices. This is a special rotation 

which produces a DCP with one coincident site for every three atomic sites. This is 

easily seen by inspection of the pattern, which has the interesting feature of one set 

- -of [111] atomic planes in coincidence for every two sets of [111] atomic planes not 

in coincidence. Thus, this pattern is characterized as a ~ =3 (also written ~3). 

The network of coincident sites in the DCP is called the coincident site lattice 

(CSL).42 Vectors between CSL points are called CSL lattice vectors, and define a 

non-primitive unit cell in the DCP. These vectors are special in that relative 

translations of a sublattice (black or white) by a CSL lattice vector yield the original 

DCP; i.e. the DCP is invariant under relative translations by a CSL lattice vector. 

This is very much like the definition of a lattice vector in the single crystal case, 

where the DCP is now used instead of a single crystal. In fact, cst vectors may be 

defined as those vectors which are lattice vectors of both the black and rotated white 

sublattices; i.e., TCSL = Tblack n (RI t) Twhlle (RI ttl, where (RI t) is the operator which 

describes the transformation between the two sublattices.43 

As an example, a CSL lattice vector for the ~3 is given by a in figure 2.2. 

Moving the white lattice by a returns the same structure. As in the single crystal 

case, these seemingly magical translations are a direct consequence of periodicity. 

The 70.52° [110] rotation is a specific one which resulted in a periodic DCP and a 

periodic coincident site lattice. Most rotations and translations of the two sublattices 
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will not produce a periodic DCP. In these cases, the CSL will usually reduce to a 

line or a point. It is also possible to produce dichromatic patterns, even periodic 

ones, which have no coincident sites. 

Another important construction commonly used to study grain boundaries is 

the displacement shift complete (DSC) lattice. The DSC lattice is defined as the 

coarsest lattice in the DCP that contains both colored crystal lattices as sublattices.44 

DSC vectors are defined as those which map lattice sites of one sublattice onto 

lattice sites of the other sublattice in the DCP (i.e. black into white and vice-versa). 

More illuminating is that the DSC lattice is comprised of all relative rigid body 

vector displacements that conserve the dichromatic pattern; i.e. similar to the CSL 

vectors, translation by a DSC lattice vector yields the same DCP. With DSC 

translations, however, the DCP may be shifted spatially with respect to the original 

one. Thus, the CSL lattice vectors are a special subset of the DSC lattice vectors, 

where no pattern shift occurs with translation. 

The smallest possible set of non-collinear, non-coplanar DSC vectors are said 

to be primitive DSC vectors, and define a primitive [unit] cell in the dichromatic 

pattern. The comparison to primitive lattice vectors and primitive unit cells in the 

single crystal case is evident. CSL vectors may always be written as an integer sum 

of primitive DSC vectors. If we speak strictly in terms of lattice points, however, the 

DSC has no direct equivalent in the single crystal case. This is because the DSC 

lattice is defined as the union of lattice vectors in the two sublattices~ whose 
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endpoints are not necessarily atomic sites in the DCP. This may be written formally 

as: T DSC = Tblac:k u (Rlt) TwhUe (Rlt)"1.43 

A final, though less often used model for interfaces in the O-lattice. The 0-

lattice is defined as the array of points in space whose internal unit cell coordinates 

are the same for both the white and black lattices; i.e. the array of points in space 

that are invariant under the transformation (Rlt) between the two crystals.4s This 

makes the O-lattice a superset of the CSL. Unlike the CSL, the O-lattice is 

described by a lattice of spatial points which are not necessarily atomic sites. Thus, 

even if there is no CSL in the dichromatic pattern, there may still be an O-lattice. 

O-lattice points which are also atomic sites, though, are by definition coincident sites 

in the DCP, and also belong to the CSL. Brief definitions and comparisons between 

single crystal and bicrystal concepts are summarized in table 2.1. 
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Single Crystals Bicrystals / Dichromatic Patterns (DCP) 

Crystal = Lattice + Basis DCP = Crystal! + (K It) Crystal2 (K Itt! 
Bicrystal = DCP + Interface 

Primitive Lattice Vectors (a be) = Primitive DSC Lattice Vectors = 
Smallest set of vectors which are Smallest set of DSC vectors needed to 

needed to form a lattice form a DSC lattice 

Lattice [Translation] Vector: DSC Lattice [Translation] Vector: 
T = la + mb + nc TDSC = Tl u (Kit) T2 (Kltt! 

Lattice = Points determined by DSC Lattice = Points determined by the 
the set of all possible translation set of all possible DSC translation 

vectors T vectors T DSC 

Unit Cell Vectors = Set of lattice CSL Vectors = Set of DSC lattice 
vectors which define a unit cell vectors which define a CSL unit cell 

TCSL = Tl n (Kit) T2 (Kltt! 

[Non-Primitive] Unit Cell = Cell CSL Unit Cell = Cell of DSC lattice 
of lattice points which when points which when repeated in three 
repeated in three dimensions dimensions forms a CSL lattice 

forms a lattice 

Primitive Cell = Unit cell Primitive DSC Cell = Unit cell 
containing one lattice point, containing one DSC lattice point, 

defined by the primitive lattice defined by the primitive DSC lattice 
vectors vectors 

Table 2.1 Summary of bulk crystallographic terms and their analogies in 
interfacial crystallography. Note that the CSL unit cell is a primitive 
cell of the coincident site lattice, and a non-primitive unit cell of the 
DSC lattice. 
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2.1.2 Dislocations 

The above geometrical models describe rigid perfect crystal lattices after some 

relative rotation and translation. But real lattices are not perfect and usually contain 

defects such as dislocations.46,47,48 A dislocation is a line defect in a crystal 

resulting from atomic lattice distortions centered about a line. An edge dislocation 

may be modelled geometrically by inserting (or removing) a semi-infinite atomic 

plane in an ideal perfect crystal. The dislocation line then is taken to be the line 

formed where the half-plane terminates in the crystal. To identify a dislocation, a 

closed atomic circuit may be drawn around a region of crystal suspected of containing 

a dislocation. If there is a dislocation, then the same loop drawn in a perfect 

reference crystal will not close. The direction and magnitude of this closure failure 

or gap is called the Burgers vector, b, of the dislocation. The atomic loop diagram 

is called the Burgers circuit (see figure 2.3). 

If one additional plane has been inserted to form an edge dislocation, then the 

closure failure will necessarily be a plane spacing of the additional plane. Take the 

example of figure 2.3, which shows the formation of a dislocation through the 

addition of a (110) plane in an fcc crystal. The (110) plane spacing is the [primitive] 

lattice vector t [110], which is the Burgers vector of the dislocation. Thus, lattice 

vectors of the crystal represent all possible Burgers vectors for the dislocation. As 

will be shown in chapter four, there is an energy added to the crystal with the 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2.3 Illustration of (a) a perfect crystal and (b) an edge dislocation in 
a crystal, each drawn with a Burgers circuit (taken from reference 
47, p 23). 
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formation of the dislocation, which is proportional to the square of the Burgers 

vector.47 Thus, smaller values of Burgers vectors are more probable, making 

primitive lattice vectors the most likely candidates. 

As crystals often contain dislocations, so do bicrystals. If the dislocation line 

is far from the grain boundary plane (GBP), it can be treated only as a crystal 

dislocation in one grain of the bicrystal. A Burgers circuit may be constructed to 

analyze the closure failure. If the dislocation is on the GBP, however, the Burgers 

circuit is not sufficient. The reason may be explained as follows. Across a grain 

boundary, some atomic planes are discontinuous. This indicates the presence of 

dislocations at the points of discontinuity, which define the GBP. Thus, a grain 

boundary may be thought of as an array of (primary or intrinsic) dislocations. This 

is the dislocation model of a grain boundary, and represents an alternate construction 

technique from the dichromatic pattern method.47 

To detect the presence of a secondary dislocation within this array of primary 

dislocations, a perfect bicrystal is used as a reference instead of a perfect crystal. 

Figure 2.4a shows an atomic loop drawn around a bicrystal region with a (I:3) 

coherent twin grain boundary. Here, the circuit closes, indicating the absence of any 

dislocations. The same circuit drawn around the boundary in figure 2.4b, however, 

does not close. This closure failure indicates the presence of a secondary dislocation, 

called a grain boundary dislocation (GBD), because it resides within the grain 
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Figure 2.4 Illustration of (a) a perfect bicrystal and (b) a secondary grain 
boundary dislocation, each drawn with a Frank circuit (taken from 
reference 50). 
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boundary plane.t The closure failure is known as the Burgers vector of the GBD, 

while the circuit itself is called a Frank circuit.49 

Some similarities may be drawn between GBDs and crystal dislocations. Like 

crystal dislocations, GBDs introduce a long range elastic stress to the system. While 

the Burgers vectors of crystal dislocations are lattice vectors, the Burgers vectors of 

GBDs are DSC vectors. This is an expected result if we recall that the DSC lattice 

was defined as the union of lattice vectors of the two sublattices (or subgrains). In 

fact, since a lattice vector of either subgrain may be constructed as a linear 

combination of DSC vectors, the DSC lattice is the only lattice needed for analysis 

of dislocations. That is, the Burgers vectors of crystal dislocations are a subset of 

possible Burgers vectors of grain boundary dislocations. Figure 2.5 shows the DSC 

lattice superimposed on the grain boundary dislocation of figure 2.4b. 

An examination of figures 2.4 and 2.5 reveals that the location of the grain 

boundary plane has migrated or stepped by one atomic plane. This particular step 

is called a glide step (or ledge), because the GBD is free to glide in the grain 

boundary plane via the transfer of atoms at the step. This has the effect of moving 

the step.so If a GBD was created where the Burgers vector was normal to the GBP, 

then any step associated with it would be a climb ledge. It should be noted that the 

formation of a step with a GBD in the above example is a specific result of the E3 

t In coincident systems where ~ > 1, a grain boundary dislocation is often referred to as a 
secondary grain boundary dislocation (SGBD},SO 
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Figure 2.5 Illustration of a secondary grain boundary dislocation drawn with a 
superimposed displacement shift complete lattice (taken from 
reference 50). 
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system. In general, a GBD does not imply a step, nor does the presence of a step 

always necessitate the existence of a GBD. Take the example of figure 2.6, which 

shows a triple step in the same I:3 grain boundary. A Frank circuit drawn around the 

step closes, indicating the absence of any GBDs and no long range stress field. This 

is what Hirth and Balluffi refer to as a pure ledge.so Note that a pure ledge still 

contains primary ( or intrinsic) dislocations, however, which are the crystal 

dislocations that constitute the grain boundary and the step. In this case, a single 

period of a (112) boundary facet exists along the height of the triple step. 

2.2 Symmetry 

Another informative approach for examining and classifying crystals and 

interfaces is symmetry analysis. Structures that belong to the same symmetry groups 

share many of the same properties, particularly anisotropic properties which vary with 

crystallographic direction. In general, the symmetry of a structure will impose 

constraints on its properties. 

An operation' of symmetry is a mathematical operation which maps an object 

in a given space onto itself.s1,s2 The union of valid symmetry operations of a 

structure defines its group of symmetry. For our purposes, the object is a crystal 

lattice, with operations of symmetry being reflection (mirroring), rotation and 

inversion. For the Bravais lattices, the only rotations which yield valid symmetry 

operations are: I-fold (360°), 2-fold (180°), 3-fold (120°), 4-fold (90°) and 6-fold (60°), 
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L M 

Figure 2.6 Illustration of a perfect three-step ledge in a ~3 (111) perfect twin 
grain boundary (from reference 50). 
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depending on which lattice is being studied. Combining these with valid reflection 

and inversion operations yields 32 distinct point groups of symmetry for the 14 

Bravais lattices.t 

Space group operations of symmetry are a superset of the point group . 

operations. In addition to those mentioned above, space group operations include 

glide reflections and screw rotations. A glide reflection is a mirror operation 

followed by a translation of 1f2 the unit cell length in a direction parallel to the mirror 

plane. Two such translations, one in each of the two parallel directions, are also 

valid. A screw axis implies a rotation followed by a translation along the axis of 

rotation in a right-handed sense. Valid n-fold screw axes are written as ni, with i < n. 

The accompanying translation is read as if n times the length of the unit cell vector 

in the direction along the axis of rotation. When these two symmetry operations are 

added to the previous ones, application to the 14 Bravais lattices results in 230 

unique space groups of symmetry.tt 

Determining the symmetry of a bicrystal is a much more complicated task than 

for an infinite perfect crystal. The symmetry of a bicrystal, however, will be a subset 

of the symmetry of the DCP from which it was derived.39 Thus, the best way to begin 

is to find the group of symmetry of the dichromatic pattern. With this, it is relatively 

simple to find the symmetry of any bicrystal made from the DCP. The classical 

t See Appendix A 

tt See Appendix A 
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symmetry of the DCP is given by the intersection of the classical symmetry groups 

of the two interpenetrated crystals. To give a complete analysis of the dichromatic 

pattern, though, it is also necessary to identify colored operations of symmetry. A 

colored operation of symmetry is defined as an operation of symmetry followed by 

a color inversion; that is, a transformation which maps a crystal lattice of one color 

onto the crystal lattice of the other color in the DCP. With this, the total symmetry 

of the DCP may be found as the union of classical and colored operations. 

With the possibility of two colors, there are an additional 22 unique ways to 

arrange atoms within the seven crystal systems. Along with the original 14, this yields 

a total of 36 possible 'colored' Bravais lattices.t Applying symmetry operations to 

these lattices yields a total of 58 (Shubnikov) colored point groups and 1651 colored 

space groups of symmetry.S3,54,t 

Once the DCP symmetry is known, an interface may be inserted to create a 

bicrystal (as described above). The location and orientation at which the interface 

is inserted will determine its symmetry. The symmetry of the resulting bicrystal is 

then given by the intersection of symmetries of the DCP and the planar interface. 

Those symmetry operations ,which survive the insertion of the interface have been 

cataloged by Kalonji.43 These operations include: classical rotation axes and mirror 

planes perpendicular to the inserted interface, colored mirror planes (with or without 

glide) which are coincident with the interface, colored two-fold rotation axes (with 

t See Appendix A 
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or without screw components) which lie within the interface, and colored inversion 

centers which lie within the interface. 

Once the bicrystal has been created, and its symmetry identified, the atoms 

are stripped of their 'color', reducing all symmetry openltions to classical. If the 

resulting interface is periodic, like the I:3, then the bicrystal is diperiodic; that is, the 

structure is periodic in the two directions parallel to the interface. The bicrystal then 

belongs to one of the 80 diperiodic crystallographic space groups of symmetry,t 

which have been cataloged by Wood.55 If the interface is not periodic, the 

symmetry of the bicrystal may still be found, but it will not be one of the 80 

diperiodic groups. 

2.3 Thermodynamics 

The number and type of grain boundaries contained in a material will have 

a direct effect on its properties. The probability of finding a particular type of grain 

boundary in a real material is based on the energy of the grain boundary. That is, 

in general, in the absence of constraints, lower energy grain boundaries will appear 

more often than higher energy ones. Thus, knowing the energy of a grain boundary 

can be important information for determining and understanding materials 

properties. 

t See Appendix A 
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In discussing the energy of a (homogeneous) grain boundary, we speak of an 

excess free energy introduced by the addition of an interface as compared to a 

perfect crystal of the same material. For a single system, the Gibbs free energy of 

the system may be written as G = G (T,P,N,A).10 The quantities T, P, N and A are 

the natural state variables of the system, representing the temperature, pressure, 

number of atoms, and total area due to surfaces and interfaces in the system. This 

equation is written in differential form as: 

dG = ao dT + ao dP + ao dN + 
ao dA 

aT ap aN aA (2.1) 

= -SdT + VdP + IJ.dN + ydA 

where S is entropy, V is volume, IJ. is the chemical potential and y is the interfacial 

excess free energy. Equation 2.1 is the differential form of the fundamental equation 

for a single system in contact with heat and pressure reservoirs. To examine how the 

free energy changes due to the contributions of surfaces and interfaces, we will 

henceforth take the thermodynamic variables, T, P and N to be fixed. The change 

in free energy may now be expressed purely in terms of the geometric variables A 

and y = y(R,t,n), where R, t and n are the geometric variables of the interface as 

defined in section 2.1. 

We begin by looking at a (planar) free surface, where y is solely a function 

of n. The free energy of the surface of a crystal arises due to broken bonds of 

surface atoms. While there may be a tendency to conclude that more atoms on the 
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surface means (more broken bonds and thus) higher free energy, this is not the case. 

The reason for this is that bond energy is a function of atomic separation. Nearest 

neighbor bonds are higher energy than second nearest neighbor ones and so on. For 

a high atomic density in the surface plane, the number of nearest neighbor bonds 

broken is lower than for a plane with a low density of atoms. In general, lower index 

crystal planes tend to have higher atomic density, and will, therefore, make lower 

energy surfaces. 

For a given lattice type, it is useful to plot y for all possible surface planes 

(e.g. {1l1}, {llO}, {112} ... ). This is accomplished by constructing a closed 'polar 

surface plot about an origin. Each point on the surface is described by a radius 

vector whose direction is a crystal surface plane normal, and whose magnitude is y 

for that plane. This representation is called a y-plot or a Wulff plot (see figure 2.7). 

As expected, low index plane selections appear as minima in energy in the 

Wulff plot, indicating that such planes are more likely to appear as crystal surfaces 

than higher index ones. The actual shape or habit of a crystal may be predicted from 

the Wulff plot. Begin by drawing planes perpendicular to the radius vector at every 

point on the plot surface. The resulting three-dimensional inner envelope gives the 

stable equilibrium shape for the (isolated) crystal. This process is known as the 

Wulff construction, and results in an overall minimization of surface energy. 
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Figure 2.7 Example of a two-dimensional slice of a Wulff plot (taken from 
reference 56, P 370). 
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The above analysis of surfaces (external interfaces) may be applied to internal 

interfaces (grain boundaries) as well. For grain boundaries, however, V is a function 

of Rand t as well as o. The energy of a grain boundary depends both on the 

dichromatic pattern from which it can be derived and the orientation of the grain 

boundary plane. At an atomic level, determination of the energy of a grain boundary 

may be thought of as how well the grains 'fit' together. Generally, grain boundary 

planes which occur on crystal planes with low atomic density will not fit together 

well; i.e., there will be a significant amount of empty space which yields many 

uncompensated nearest neighbor bonds. Grain boundaries are further complicated 

because there are two crystal surface planes, one associated with each grain. 

Depending upon the orientation between the two grains, the grain boundary plane 

may occur on a high index plane for one grain and a low index plane for the other 

grain. 

As in the case of surfaces, a v-plot may be constructed for all possible 

interfaces of a system. We begin with a specific dichromatic pattern for the system. 

As such, the misorientation and relative translation (RI t) between the two grains are 

fixed. The remaining degree of freedom available to the system is the orientation 

of the interface normal 0 (The location along the normal, 0o, is often not considered 

as a state variable of V. We will consider this point in later chapters). Constructing 

a surface plot of V versus 0 yields a plot with maxima and minima similar to the 

Wulff plot for surfaces. As with the Wulff plot, minima in V generally correspond 
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to low index planes and are more stable. An analogous Wulff construction for 

interfaces may be obtained by inverting the y-plot and drawing a plot of y.1 versus 

0.57 Stable orientations are then found by drawing tangents to points on the curve. 

The points where the inner envelope of all of the tangents intersect the curve 

represent lines of common tangent and denote orientations or facets in equilibrium 

with each other. 

Just as a crystal will want to create external surfaces of low energy, a bicrystal 

(or interface) will want to create interfaces with low energy. In a bicrystal or 

polycrystalline material, however, grains are often ftxed in a given rotational and 

translational state. Unlike the theoretical case of a dichromatic pattern, these 

restrictions in a real material will also often dictate the orientation of an interface 

between two grains. If the structure of this interface is such that it possesses a high 

energy, however, the system will want to lower the excess free energy. One way in 

which the system may do this is through faceting. 

When an interface facets, it creates small segments of differently oriented low 

energy boundary structures. The orientation of the original non-facetted interface 

is conserved through the summation of the normals of the individual facets; that is, 

n = ~ A.n., where ~ is the area of facet i, with plane normal 0i. By facetting, the 
L.J I I 

i 

interface increases its area, which in general should increase the energy of the 

system. This increase, though, can be compensated since the facets created are of 

lower energy than the original interface. Consequently, the overall energy may be 
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lowered. A simple thermodynamic criterion for facetting may be taken from the 

above equation. Each facet may be considered as a component in a composite 

system. Thus, the total change in free energy of the system may be written as 

(dG)T, P = ~ (y. dA ')T P N' The system then will want to minimize G with respect 
"N L..J I I I' I' I ; 

to the ~s with the constraint of n = ~ A.n .. L..J I I 

The y-l construction for the system can help predict when an interface will 

facet and into what types of facets. But y is merely a scaler quantity. The 

misorientation between two grains across a boundary also imposes a restoring torque 

which tends to try to rotate the boundary to an orientation of minimum y.58 Thus, 

Cahn and Hoffman introduced a vector quantity e, defined as the gradient of y with 

respect to 0.6,7 A ~ -plot may be derived directly from the y-plot through a 

geometrical construction described by Cahn and Handwerker,u With the e -plot 

Cahn has defined different grain boundary orientations as distinct grain boundary 

phases. With this, many parallels with the thermodynamics of bulk phases may be 

drawn. Cahn and coworkers have constructed a very elegant theory of the 

thermodynamics of interfaces (with respect to 0), which has direct equivalents in 

standard thermodynamics.~14 For example, a system containing two differently 

oriented grain boundary facets may be thought of as analogous to a binary phase 

system. 
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CHAPTER THREE: ANALYSIS OF THE 1:3 SYSTEM 

The goal of this chapter is to provide a theoretical description of translational 

states in {Ill} and {112} I:3 facets in fcc metals, utilizing the methods discussed in 

chapter one. The dichromatic pattern of the I:3 system is first analyzed for 

symmetry. How this symmetry changes upon relative translation between the two 

interpenetrated crystals is then explored. Bicrystals of type {Ill} and {1l2} in 

various translation states are then created, with careful consideration to grain 

boundary plane location (along the normal). There is shown to be a relationship 

between this choice and relative DCP translations when creating bicrystals. The 

symmetries of the resulting bicrystals are then: derived. With this, predictions are 

made as to which structures are symmetry dictated extrema in energy with respect 

to DCP or bicrystal translation. The importance of convention is emphasi~ed when 

performing bicrystal construction and translation. Finally, the results of embedded 

atom model atomistic energy calculations are presented for bicrystals in a range of 

translation states. These calculations are compared with the theoretical predictions. 

3.1 Dichromatic Pattern Symmetry Analysis 

The I:3 DCP between two fcc crystals, viewed along the [III] direction, is 

shown in figure 1 (DCP 0)' The directions are referred to a fixed black sublattice. 

Black and white atoms lie in the same (111) plane, while gray coincident atoms are 
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Figure 3.1 (HI) projection of the E3 dichromatic pattern with a superimposed 
hexagonal grid. The dotted hexagon and diamond indicate the 
supercell and centered unit cell, respecitvely. 
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in the next plane along the [111] direction. A hexagonal grid has been superimposed 

upon the pattern to help reveal the symmetry. The coincident site lattice consists of 

coincident atomic sites at the centers of the grid hexagons. The CSL vectors are 

given by t[110], t[101] and [111], corresponding to the centered hexagonal unit cell 

vectors, a, band c, respectively. The DSC lattice consists of vectors connecting 

atomic sites at hexagon grid vertices as well as the central coincident sites. The DSC 

vectors are thus given as i[121], i[112] and t[1li]. 

A closer inspection of DCPo shows that the hexagonal lattice is actually 

primitive (one lattice point per unit cell), with primitive hexagonal unit cell vectors 

a = t[211], b = t[112] and c = t[111]. The centered (CSL) unit cell is more 

often used, however, as it is easier to visualize the periodicity of the crystal structure. 

Another cell often used to help reveal the symmetry of the crystal structure is a 

hexagonal shaped supercell. This cell consists of three connected unit cells oriented 

at an angle of 1200 to one another. The supercell may be constructed by using either 

the primitive unit cell or the centered unit cell. For this dissertation, the supercell 

is taken to be that cell which is constructed from the centered unit cell, while the 

cell constructed from the primitive unit cell is, by definition, the Wigner-Seitz cell of 

the dichromatic pattern (shown in two-dimensions as the hexagonal grid of figure 1). 

The choice of which cell to use can be a confusing one. Different cells may 

be used depending upon what aspects of the crystal are to be analyzed. From the 

standpoint of symmetry, the International Tables for Crystallography uses the 
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centered hexagonal unit cell.s1,52With the unit cell vectors defined as above, the 

space group symmetry of a lattice is reported in three primary directions: first along 

c, secondly along a, b, and -(a + b), and lastly perpen~icular to the second direction 

(i.e. along the family of [112] directions in the ab plane). Given that there are 

several hexagonal symmetry groups, the task remains to determine which group, if 

any, DCP 0 belongs to. Since a dichromatic pattern is merely an artificial 

construction, there is no guarantee that it belongs to any of the 230 regul~2 or 1651 

colored (Shubnikov)s3,54 space groups. A good example is the 45° [100] fcc 

dichromatic pattern (figure 2). This pattern has an eight-fold symmetry which is 

incompatible with lattice periodicity (in fact, the pattern is quasi-periodic). As such, 

it does not belong to any of the traditional crystallographic space groups of symmetry. 

Since DCP 0 has been determined to have a periodic hexagonal lattice, however, it 

should belong to one of the hexagonal space groups. 

To determine which space group DCP 0 belongs to, all of the operations of 

symmetry of the pattern need to be determined for each of the three primary 

directions. Finding all of the operations of symmetry for a pattern can be a tedious 

task. To make the process a bit more systematic, it is always best to begin by 

identifying mirror planes (of all kinds) in each of the three primary directions. Note 

that for the hexagonal system, the latter two primary directions each include six 

crystallographic directions. For example, the second symmetry direction identifies 
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A [1 iO] projection of a 45° [1 iO] dichromatic pattern between two fcc 
crystals. 
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the presence of rotation axes and inversion centers which lie along and mirror planes 

which lie perpendicular to ± 8, ± band ± (8 + b). 

This raises an important point. Do not mistake symmetry directions as being 

synonymous with unit cell directions. This is particularly confusing in the case of the 

hexagonal system, where the unit cell vectors 8, band c are not all the same as the 

symmetry directions a, band c. Take for example the b-type glide mirror plane of 

DCPo• The normal to this plane is parallel to the 8 direction, while the glide 

component is along [211], the b symmetry direction. Thus the magnitude of the glide 

is given by half the length of the unit cell in the [211] direction, not the [101] b 

direction. In their diagrammatic representation of the glide mirror planes, the 

International Tables use the same symbolic representation for both a and b mirror 

planes. The distinction between the two must be made contextually with reference 

to orientation in the unit cell (see figure 3a). 

Once all of the mirror planes have been located in the dichromatic pattern, 

rotation axes may be identified. The intersection of two orthogonal mirror planes 

is a 2-fold axis. The intersection of two classical or two colored mirror planes will 

yield a classical rotation axis, while the intersection of one of each gives a colored 

2-fold axis. If one of the mirror planes has a glide component parallel to the 

resulting rotation axis, then it will be a screw axis. If both mirror planes have a glide 

in this direction, then the rotation axis is regular. If either mirror plane has a glide 

component not along their mutual intersection, then a 2-fold rotation axis will not 
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exist. An exception to this can occur, however. In some cases, the sum of a glide in 

two separate directions may be equivalent to a regular mirror, or a glide mirror in 

the third direction. Take the example of the intersection between a (110) b and a 

(112) a' in DCPo' The glide component for b is t[211], while the glide component 

for a' is t[OiI]. But t[211] + t[OiI] = t[llO], which is a CSL vector. 

Therefore, the two glides produce a CSL translation, eliminating the screw effect on 

the two-fold axis. Special care should be taken in identifying these cases. 

Three-fold axes may be found at the intersection of three mirror planes whose 

normals are oriented at an angle of 60° to one another. Similar procedures may be 

followed to determine the presence of any screw or colored components of the axes. 

Where both a two-fold and three-fold axis are coincident, the result is a six-fold axis. 

Again, regard to color and screw components must be taken; for example, a 21 n 3 

gives a 6~. Additional symmetry elements may be found by inspection. It should be 

noted, for instance, that while the intersection of two orthogonal mirror planes yields 

a 2-fold axis, not all 2-fold axes are the intersections of mirror planes. For example, 

an array of inversion centers coincident with a mirror plane will also produce a two

fold axis through the inversion centers. 

Once the symmetry operators of a pattern are found, the highest elements are 

reported in each direction. For example, if there are both two-fold and two-fold 

screw rotation axes parallel to c, only the two-fold is reported. Similarly, if there are 

both regular and glide mirror planes perpendicular to c, only the regular mirror plane 
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is reported. This is not to say that these glide and screw symmetry operators are not 

present. These operators may be generated, however, through a combination of 

other operators and/or lattice vector translations. When the space group of 

symmetry is listed, only the minimum number of symmetry operations required to 

complete the group are reported. If, however, in a given symmetry direction, a glide 

or screw symmetry operator is the only operator present, it must be reported, as it 

is of higher symmetry than 1. Color inversions should always be reported, as they are 

a unique operator which cannot be otherwise generated. Since the International 

Tables of CrystallographyS2 only list the 230 classical space groups, however, 

reference to colors can only be found with the superset ShubnikoyS3,54 space groups. 

Following the procedure of the preceding paragraphs, the (colored) space 

group symmetry of DCPo is given asp ~ ~ ~,or in short notation, 6' /m'mm'. 
m' m m' 

Figure 3a gives a diagram for this space group from the International Tables, 

showing the location of all of the operations of symmetry relative to the (centered 

hexagonal) unit cell. This serves as a verification that the proper space group has 

been found. Note that the diagram shows all of the symmetry operations of the unit 

cell, while only those which are essential are reported in the space group. 

" 

While the centered hexagonal unit cell of DCP 0 is convenient for describing 

the space group of symmetry, it is not the most convenient choice for this study. As 

stated in the introduction, one of the primary goals of this chapter is to construct and 

analyze bicrystals in various translated states with (111) and (112) boundaries. 
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D~h 61mmm Hexagonal P6/mmm 
No. 191 P61m 21m 21m Patterson symmetry P 6/ m m m 

...,:,11/ t <\ 1/ /' t <\ t // 
- 0-,-.. 0-.... --0 -... Z ~N .... "I' ........ I.,./";Zl' ...... ..... ~,.~ y!'y , ,t ',.... I I ~ , I 

....... ' , ..... , 'V'e'~1 / ...... 
- O~----~,-- --:;;0 -... b,"',z,/i,~, "1 1 , ...... ..... I \ ., I I " ........ " , t j,V< I N..''\ ". Yr' .... ~ I. ... ,.~ ... "-. 

~ 0-'-"::'0'-'-0 ~ -- .... -- ...... § .. 'I', .. ,. 'I' ... t ' / 1\ ... 
, ,,, 1 I r \ i ',' 

Origin at centre (6/m m m ) 

Asymmetric unit O$;x5:L O$;y$;1; 05::$;!: x$;(I+y)/2: y5:xl2 

Vertices 0.0.0 ,,0.0 i. La 
0.0.1 i.O.! i.l.i 

Symmetry operations 

(I) I 
(~) 2 0.0.: 
(7) 2 x .. t.O 

(10) 2 x.i.O 
(11) i 0.0.0 
(16) m .t.,V.O 
(19) III x .. i.: 
(22) III x .X.' 

Figure 3.3 

(2) 3' 0.0.: 
(5) 6- 0.0 . .: 
(8) 2 x.O.O 

(II) 2 ,t.2x.0 
(I~) ~. O.O.z: 0.0.0 
(17) 6- 1).0 . .:: 0.0.0 
CO) III .t.::x.: 
(23) III x.O.: 

(3) 3- 0.0 . .: 
(6) 6' 0.0.: 
(9) 2 0 . .1'.0 

(12) 2 2,t.,t.0 
(15) j- 0.0 . .:: 0.0.0 
(18) 6' 0.0 . .:: 0.0.0 
(21) III 2.t..t . .: 
(2~) m 0 • .1'.4 

a 

International Tables of Crystallography diagrams of the symmetry 
space groups of the four important ~3 dichromatic patterns (taken 
from reference 52). 
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Instead of translating a perfect twin or incoherent twin bicrystal, however, translated 

bicrystals will be constructed directly from translated dichromatic patterns. As will 

be demonstrated, the process is equivalent and has certain advantages for 

determining bicrystal symmetry. Thus, the need arises for a periodic cell which may 

be used as a fixed reference frame common to all of the translated DCPs. 

To provide a fIxed reference frame for all translations in the I:3 DCP system, 

the following three vectors are defined: bl a t[112], b2 a t[110] and b3 a t[111]. 

The [112] and [111] directions are important because they are normal to the grain 

boundary planes of the bicrystals this study will analyze. The [110] direction is 

important because this is the imaging direction used for the experimental high 

resolution electron microscope observations of these structures. Together, these 

three directions are compatible with a generalized periodic orthorhombic cell which 

may be used to analyze I:3 dichromatic patterns with any general translation. It 

should be noted that the symmetry of the orthorhombic lattice is a subset of 

symmetry of the hexagonal system. Take the example of figure 5, which shows the 

I:3 DCP with a translation of the white lattice by t bl with respect to the black lattice 

(DCP 1). The resulting lattice of the pattern is, in fact a C centered orthorhombic. 

The unit cell vectors a, band c correspond to -b21 3bl and 3b3 respectively. This cell 

also exists as a periodic cell in DCP 01 though it is not often used as it does not 

readily show the six-fold symmetry of that pattern. 
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3.2 Bicrystal Construction 

When a bicrystal is constructed from a dichromatic pattern, the resulting 

symmetry of the bicrystal is given as the intersection of the symmetries of the DCP 

and the inserted grain boundary plane.43 The symmetry of this plane is determined 

by it's orientation and location in the DCP. Thus, while only the orientations (or 

directions) of symmetry operators are important for determining the space group of 

the DCP, both the orientations and locations of symmetry operators are important 

for deriving the symmetry of bicrystals constructed from it. As mentioned above, the 

only important orientations for this study are [111] and [112], as the only types of 

grain boundaries which will be constructed are those parallel to (111) and (112). 

Thus, a listing of the locations of all symmetry axes of rotation parallel to and mirror 

planes perpendicular to these directions is required. 

Once the locations of the symmetry operators of the DCP have been 

determined, Kalonji's criteria (chapter one )43 may be applied to obtain the symmetry 

of a derived bicrystal. To construct and analyze bicrystals in a translated state, 

translated dichromatic patterns must first be made. A convention for this dissertation 

is established as follows: 

Wizen applying a translation to a DCP, start with the zero translation 
pattern and use the black lattice as a fixed reference frame, while 
translating the white lattice. 

As primary directions for translation, the previously defined set of orthogonal vectors, 

bl , b2 and b3 are used. Considering all possible translations, there are only four 



Table 3.1 Definitions and symmetry groups of the four important I:3 
dichromatic patterns. I, m and n are integers. 

Pattern Name Translation (Colored) Symmetry 

bl bz b3 
Space Group Point Group 

DCPo 
I m n 6' 2 2' 6' 2 2' 

I+Y2 m+V2 n 
p--- ----m' m m' m' m m' 

DCP1 
1+V2 m n 2 2' 2' 2 2' 2' 
I m+V2 n c--- - ----

m m' a' m m' m' 

DCP2 I n+lh 6' 2 2' 6' 2 2' m p_3 __ ----
m' m c' m' m m' 

DCP3 
1+V2 m n+l/2 2 2' 2' 2 2' 2' 
I m+V2 n+V2 

c- __ 1 - ----
m c' a' m m' m' 

56 
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Table 3.2a Locations of mirror and rotation symmetry operators for DCPo (t=O). 

The space group symmetry is p £.. ~ ~. 
m' m m' 

Location(s) Location(s) 

Symmetry <112> <110> [111] Symmetry <112> <110> [111] 

Operator 8, b c Operator 8, b C 

b1 b2 b3 b1 b2 b3 

m' 0 - - 2 0 - 0 
+3 
-'! - - + 3 -'! - 0 

(m' n m') 0 - +3 

a' + 3 -'! 
-'4 - - + 3 + 3 --'! -'! 

m - 0 - + 3 
+ 1 21 -'4 - 0 - --'! (a' n m') + 3 - + 3 

±1 
-'4 -'! - -

+ 1 
6', 3, 2' 0 0 -

b - --'4 0 ±1 -
- +3 --'4 + 3 + 1 --'! -'! 

m' - - 0 + 1 + 1 
+3 

3 -'! -'! -
- - -'! (m n m n m) ±1 0 -

2' - 0 0 + 1 
+ 1 

2' 0 -'! -
- 0 -'! (m' n m) + 3 0 -

(m n m') ±1 0 
-'! -

- 0 + 3 -'! 2' +3 -'4 + 1 -'4 -
- + 1 

-'! 
+ 3 
-'! (a' n b) + 3 -'4 + 3 -'4 -

- ±1 + 3 
-'! 

2' - + 1 0 1 -'4 
- +3 -'4 0 

(b n m') - + 1 -'4 + 3 
-'! 

- +3 -'4 + 3 
-'! 
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Table 3.2b Locations of mirror and rotation symmetry operators for DCP 1 

(t = t bl)' The space group symmetry is C ~ 2' !.. 
m m' a' 

Location(s) Location(s) 

Symmetry [112] [110] [111] Symmetry [112] [110] [111] 
Operator b -a c -Operator b -a c 

bl b2 bJ bl b2 bJ 

m' t - - 21 1 - 1 '4 
5 1 1 

-'4 - - '4 - -2' 
(m' n a' ,b') 5 - 1 

a' 1 -'4 - - 5 1 
1 -'4 - -2' 

-2' - -
2 1 - 1 

m - 0 - 1 
+ 1 1 - -2' - --2' (a' n a' ,b') 1 - 1 -2' 

b - + 1 - 1 - 1 
-"4 -2' -2' 

- +1. --4 2' 1 0 -'4 
a', b' - - 1 1 + 1 -'4 -2' 

- - 1 (m' n m) 5 0 --2' -'4 
5 + 1 -

2' - 0 1 -'4 -2' 
1 

- 0 1 2' 1 + 1 --2' -2' -'4 
(m n a' , b') - + 1 -2' 1 (a' n b) 1 + 1 -'4 -

- + 1 1 
-2' -2' 

2' - + 1 -"4 1 
(b n a' , b') - +1. 1 

-4 -2' 
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Table 3.2c Locations of mirror and rotation symmetry operators for DCP 2 

. 6' 2 2' (t= tbJ ). The space group symmetry ISP _3 __ • 
m' m c' 

Location(s) Location(s) 

Symmetry <112> <110> [111] Symmetry <112> <110> [111] 
Operator a, b c Operator a, b c 

bl b2 bJ bl b2 bJ 

c' 1 - - 2 1 - 1 -'2 -'2 
1 - - 1 - 1 

-'2 -'2 -
1 (c' n 1') 1 - 1 

n' 4 - - 1 
5 1 - -'2 

-4 - -
21 1 - 1 

m - 0 - 4 -'2 
1 1 + 1 4 -- - --'2 (0' n 1') 5 - 1 

±1 -4 -'2 - - 5 
-4 - 1 

b 1 - +- --4 63, 2, 21 1 + 1 
+J. -'2 -'2 -- --4 1 0 -

m' 1 - - 4 
5 3 0 0 -- - -4 0 ±1 -

2' - 0 1 (m n m n m) 1 +1 4 '2 - 2 -
- + 1 1 -1 0 -'2 '4 -

(m n m') - ±1 1 
4 2' 1 0 5 -'2 -

0 1 - -'4 + 1 
+ 1 5 (c' n m) 1 -'2 -- -'2 -4 

- ±1 5 2' 1 + 1 --'4 1 '4 -'4 
1 +3 -

2' - + 1 1 '4 -'4 
1 -'4 '4 (0' n b) 5 + 1 

+3 1 -'4 -'4 -- -'4 '4 
(b n m') - + 1 5 

-'4 -'4 
- +3 5 

-'4 -'4 
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Table 3.2d Locations of mirror and rotation symmetry operators for DCP3 

. 2 2' 2' 
(t = t bl + t b3). The space group symmetry IS C _ _ _1. 

m c' a' 

Location(s) Location(s) 

Symmetry [112] [110] [111] Symmetry [112] [110] [111] 
Operator b -8 C Operator b -8 C 

bi b1 b3 bi b1 b3 

c' 1 - - 2 1 - -1 -4' 2 
5 - - 1 - 1 
4' 2 2 

t -1 - -1 
n' - - 1 -1 - 2 -1 - -

1 2' -4' 0 -
m - 0 - 1 

1 + 1 
+~ -4' -2 -- -- 2 (c' n m) 5 0 -4' 

b - +~ --4 
5 + 1 -4' -2 

a', b' - - 1 2' 1 +~ --4' 1 2 -4 

- - 5 (0' n b) -1 + 1 -4' -4' 

2' - 0 1 
1 -4' 

- + 1 1 
-2 -4' 

(m n a' , b') - 0 5 
4' 

- + 1 5 
-2 4' 

2' - +~ 1 
-4 -4' 

(b n a' , b') - + 1 5 
-4' 4' 

.' 
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unique patterns with high symmetry, DCPo, DCPt , DCP2, and DCP3, where DCPo is 

the zero translation ~3 DCP. Definitions of these DCPs and their respective 

symmetry space groups are given in table 3.1, with the locations of symmetry 

operators given in table 3.2. Note from table 3.1, that in each case there is a 

degeneracy of possible translations that may be used to generate the dichromatic 

pattern. This is a direct consequence of the periodicity of the ~3 DCP in the primary 

directions and subsequent translations by DSC and CSL vectors. 

Three dimensional representations of the four dichromatic patterns are given 

in figures 4-7. For DCP2, the translation is parallel to the 6-fold rotation axis along 

b3• Thus, DCP2 and DCPo are described by a hexagonal cell (figures 6 and 4). In 

creating DCP t and DCP 3' however, the 6-fold symmetry is broken by the translation, 

giving an orthorhombic cell (figures 5 and 7). 

With four separate DCPs defined, bicrystals may now be constructed from 

these patterns. The first bicrystal to be constructed is a (111) perfect coherent twin 

(shown in (110) projection in figure 8a). Since this bicrystal is defined to be in a 

zero translation state, it follows that it should be derived from DCP o' Since the grain 

boundary plane (GBP) has been chosen parallel to (111), the only degree of freedom 

remaining is the location of the GBP along its normal. Referencing figure 4, it 

follows that the GBP should be located in the coincident plane at ± t b3 to yield a 

perfect twin bicrystal. With this choice of GBP location, however, it becomes 

necessary to amend the method for bicrystal construction described in chapter one. 
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• 

Figure 3.4 Three-dimensional diagram of the supercell of DCPo• Dimensions 
are 3b3 H x 3b1 W X 2b2 D. The origin is taken from the center of 
the cell. 



• 

• 
Figure 3.5 Three-dimensional diagram of the superceU of DeP

l
• Dimensions 

are 3b3 H x 3b1 W X b2 D. The origin is taken from the center of 
the cell. 
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• 
Figure 3.6 Three-dimensional diagram of the supercell of DCP2' Dimensions 

are 3b3 H x 3b1 W x 2bz D. The origin is taken from the center of 
the cell. 



" ~ 
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Figure 3.7 Three-Dimensional diagram of the supercell of DCP3' Dimensions 
are 3bJ H x 3b1 W X bz D. The origin is taken from the center of 
the cell. 
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Since the chosen GBP is also a coincident atomic plane, these atoms do not lie on 

either side of the boundary, but rather are within it. The same problem will arise for 

any choice of a GBP which contains atoms. The following convention is therefore 

established for this study: 

WI,en a chosen grain boundary plane is located on an atomic plane in a 
Dep, keep any white atoms within the plane and discard the black ones. 
With respect tp directional sense, keep white atoms on the positive side of 
(112) or (111) planes, with black atoms on the opposite side. 

It is important to note that the GBP is not required to lie exactly on the 

atomic plane at t b3• The same perfect twin bicrystal would have resulted if the GBP 

had been chosen slightly above or below this location. In fact, there is an entire 

range extending up to, but not including, the next atomic plane at t b3, where the 

GBP may be located and still yield a perfect twin bicrystal. The same may be said 

for the interval [- t b3, - t b3], but with the inclusion of both atomic planes. The 

inclusion and exclusion of atomic planes as possible locations for grain boundary 

planes is a direct consequence of the construction convention above (see table 3.3). 

Now that a bicrystal has been constructed, its symmetry may be determined 

from the symmetry of the corresponding DCP (in this case, DCPo)' Choosing the 

GBP at fb3, Kalonji's method (chapter 1) is applied.43 The first criterion says to 
, 

keep classical rotation axes and mirror planes normal to the GBP. Referencing table 

3.2a, this gives the classical three-fold axes parallel to b3 and the classical mirror 

plane with normal parallel to bl . For this construction, the GBP lies on a colored 
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Table 3.3 Intervals of grain boundary plane locations for the construction of 
eight basic structures. An equivalence between plane location and 
pattern translation is observed. Acronyms are defined in figures 
3.8a-n. 

(a) I:3 (111) Boundaries 

Interval DCP Translation 
for GBP 

-fbI -bl -ibl 0 ibl bl fbI 

-f bJ, -bJ [LS ] (cr ] (GMS] [cr ] (LS] (MS] [ LS ] 

-bJ, -ibJ [ LS] [cr ] [GMS] [cr ] [LS ] [MS] [LS ] 

-tbJ'O (GMS] [cr ] (LS ] (MS] [LS ] (cr ] (GMS] 

0, ibJ [GMS] [cr ] [LS ] [MS] [LS ] [cr ] [GMS] 

tbJ, bJ (LS] (MS] [LS ] (cr ] (GMS] [eT ] (LS ] 

bJ, fbJ [ LS ] [MS] [ LS ] [eT ] [GMS] [eT ] [LS ] 

(b) I:3 (112) Type Boundaries 

Interval DCP Translation 
for GBP 

-fbJ -bJ -tbJ 0 tbJ bJ tbJ 

-t bl, -bl [ ILS2 ] (GlMS] [DGlMS) [leT ] (DGlMS] (leT ] [ ILS2 ] 

-bl, -tbl (DGlMS] (leT ] [ ILS2 ] (GIMS] [DGlMS) [leT ] (DGIMS] 

-ib., 0 [DGlMS) [leT ] (DGlMS] (leT ] [ ILS2 ] (GlMS) [DGlMS) 

0, tbl [ ILS2 ] (GIMS] ( ILS2 ] [leT ] (DGIMS] (leT ] [ ILS2 ] 

tbl, bl (DGlMS) (leT ] [ ILS2 ] (GIMS] ( ILS2 ] [leT ] (DGIMS] 

bl , tbl ( ILS2 ] [leT ] (DGIMS] (leT ] [ ILS2 ] (GlMS) ( ILS2 ] 
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mirror plane, so the second criterion states that m' (with normal bl ) survives. The 

third criterion requires that all colored two-fold axes (with or without screw 

components) which lie within the GBP be kept. From table 3.2a, this includes a set 

of regular colored two-fold axes and a set of colored two-fold screw axes parallel to 

bl . For reporting the diperiodic space group of the bicrystal, the following 

convention is established: 

The diperiodic space groups are reported as cab, where c is taken to be 
the direction normal to the grain boundary plane, and a and b are taken 
in a right-handed sense. 

- -Thus, grouping the above operators together gives a symmetry of P6m2, where 6 is 

a six-fold inversion axis equivalent to ~. Since the dichromatic pattern has been 

segregated with the creation of the bicrystal, the "colors" of the atoms have been 

dropped. As partial verification of the symmetry derivation, it is noted that P6m2 

is indeed one of the 80 diperiodic space groups (Appendix A).55 

While this is the correct space group for the coherent twin, a problem with the 

Kalonji derivation may arise with the choice of GBP location. The degeneracy of 

structures created within a range of possible locations along a grain boundary plane 

normal was discussed previously (table 3.3a). If the GBP had been chosen even 

slightly above or below t b3, however, Kalonji's criteria would have yielded the wrong 

symmetry for the bicrystal. The reason for this is that the GBP would no longer have 

coincided with the mirror plane at t b3• Thus, another important convention is 

adopted: 



Wizen a completely identical bicrystal structure results from a range of 
positions of the interface along its plane normal in the Dep, choose the 
position where the interface encompasses the highest possible symmetry. 
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This serves both to unambiguously define a GBP location within a range of possible 

locations, and ensures correct results from the Kalonji method. 

A second amendment must be made to the Kalonji method when the chosen 

grain boundary plane contains two differently colored atoms in the dichromatic 

pattern. Take the case of DCP 1 with the grain boundary plane located at -t b3• This 

plane is a colored mirror glide plane, a' or b'. As such, it is a high symmetry plane 

in the DCP, and a good choice for a bicrystal interface. During bicrystal 

construction, however, black atoms are removed from this plane. This eliminates the 

glide mirror plane in the bicrystal. Thus, either the convention for bicrystal 

construction is incorrect, or the symmetry derivation must be amended. Energy 

calculations and experimental observations argue against the inclusion of both colors 

of atoms in the grain boundary plane. Such a structure gives an improbably high 

energy state. Furthermore, if the atoms in this plane are coincident, a construction 

whereby two atoms with the same spatial coordinates are allowed is quite ridiculous. 

Thus, the addition to Kalonji's criteria is made: 

Wizen a grain boundary plane chosen in a dichromatic pattern contains 
atoms of two different colors, both colored mirror planes (regular or glide) 
and colored two-fold rotation axes (regular or screw) which lie in this 
plane should be excluded from the symmetry of the resulting bicrystaL 
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Note that the case of a coincident plane is automatically excluded from this 

amendment if it is interpreted as a plane of gray atoms instead of overlapping black 

and white ones. We saw this earlier with the case of the coherent twin. 

We close this section by looking at what effect grain boundary plane location 

has with structure. Returning to DCP 0' an examination of table 3.2a reveals the 

presence of another (111) colored mirror plane located at Ob3• Placing the grain 

boundary plane at this position gives a bicrystal which is different from the coherent 

twin. The resulting structure is shown in (110) projection in figure 8b, and is called 

the mirror symmetric structure (MS). The MS structure can be created by locating 

the GBP anywhere in the range (-tb3, tb3]. Following convention, however, the 

location Ob3 contains the highest symnietry. Utilizing Kalonji's method,43 the MS 

structure is found to belong to the same space group as the coherent twin, P6m2. 

In fact, the MS structure is related to the perfect coherent twin structure through a 

DSC vector translation of bl ; that is, if one grain of the bicrystal is shifted by bl with 

respect to the other, the perfect coherent twin structure is restored. 

This bicrystal operation may be equivalently performed in the DCP. When 

DCPo is translated by bl , the same dichromatic pattern results, but it is globally 

shifted by b3 with respect to the original one. This is expected, as bl is a DSC vector 

but not a CSL vector. In the shifted DCPo, if the GBP were again placed at Ob3, the 

resulting structure would now be a perfect twin bicrystal. Similarly, placing the GBP 
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at -bJ would give the MS structure. Thus, there is an important equivalency 

relationship between grain boundary plane location and DSC translations. 

This equivalency relationship is neither unique to DCP 0' nor is it limited to 

(111) type boundaries. Take the case of DCPt , which is in a tbl translated state 

relative to DCPo• Placing the GBP at b3 results in a glide mirror symmetric (GMS) 

structure, while placement at -tbJ give a low symmetry structure (LS) (see figures 

8c and 8d). A relative translation of DCP t by bl gives the LS structure with the GBP 

at -t bJ, and the GMS structure with the GBP at Db3• The two structures, GMS and 

LS, are also related by a bicrystal translation of the DSC vector bl • Table 3.3 lists 

the bicrystals which result from a range of GBP locations and relative dichromatic 

pattern DSC translations. The pairs of (112) bicrystals are related to each other 

through the DSC vector translation b3• If this process of DSC translation/GBP 

location equivalency is applied to both (111) and (112) type boundaries in all four 

DCPs the result is 14 unique bicrystal structures. These structures are shown in 

(110) projection in figure 8, while their symmetries are given in table 3.4. 
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(a) Coherent Twin [Cf] (b) Mirror Symmetric [MS] 

(c) Low Symmetry [LS] (d) Glide Mirror Symmetric [GMS] 

Figure 3.9 Two dimensional (liO) diagrams of the fourteen unique" bicrystal 
structures derived from the four important I:3 dichromatic patterns. 



• • • • • 
• • 

(e) High Energy Mirror 
Symmetric [HEMS] 

Figure 3.9 (continued) 

(I) High Energy Glide Mirror 
Symmetric [HEGMS] 
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(g) Incoherent Twin [ICf] 

(i) Incoherent Mirror 
Symmetric [IMS] 

Figure 3.9 (continued) 
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(h) Glide Incoherent 
Mirror Symmetric [GIMS] 

G) Incoherent Low Symmetry 1 [ILSt1 
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• • • • 
• • • 
• • 

(k) Double Glide Incoherent (1) Incoherent Low Symmetry 2 [ILS21 
Mirror Symmetric [DGIMS] 

(m) Glide Incoherent Mirror (n) Incoherent Low Symmetry 3 [ILS31 
Symmetric 2 [GIMS2] 

Figure 3.9 (continued) 
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Table 3.4 The fourteen bicrystals and their symmetry groups. 

Bicrystal Structure Parent Dichromatic Pattern 

Boundary Type 
Name Diperiodic Space Name Shubnikov Space 

Group Group 

Cf P6m2 DCPo P 6'/m'mm' 

MS P6m2 DCPo P 6'/m'mm' 
~3 (111) LS P 1m1· DCPt C mm'a' 

c II [111], [b3] GMS P a2m· DCPt C mm'a' 

HEMS P6m2 DCP2 P 63' Im'mc' 

HEGMS P a2m· DCP3 C mc'a' 

ICf Pmm2 DCPo P 6'/m'mm' 

GIMS Pam2 DCPo P 6'/m'mm' 

IMS Pmm2 DCPt C mm'a' 

~3 (112) ILSt Plml" DCPt C mm'a' 

c II [112], [bl] DGIMS P nm21 DCP2 P 63' Im'mc' 

ILS2 P1mf DCP2 P 63'/m'mc' 

GIMS2 Pbm21 DCP3 C mc'a' 

ILS3 P1mf DCP3 C mc'a' 

Dichromatic pattern space group directions are c a,b < 112> for hexagonal and a b 
c for orthorhombic. Bicrystal space group directions are cab, with c defined as 
normal to the grain boundary plane and a and b defined in a right handed sense. 
For space groups with an • , the a and b directions have been permutted with respect 
to those reported by_E.A. Wgods (see text and Appendix A). A general (112) 
translation of the (111) or (111) translation of the (112) bicrystal gives a structure 
with symmetry P 1ml. 
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3.3 Bicrystal Translation 

As mentioned in chapter one, symmetry can be an important factor in 

determining the relationship between the structure and energy of grain boundaries. 

Specifically, symmetry may be used to predict the location of energy extrema with 

respect to relative bicrystal translation. The 14 bicrystals derived in the previous 

section are all of reasonably high symmetry, and as such are good candidates for 

potential energy extrema. The key is to determine whether or not the structures 

themselves are symmetric with respect to translation; that is, if one grain is fixed 

while the other is moved in a given direction by an amount t, is the resulting 

structure identical to the one created if the same grain had been moved by the same 

amount in the opposite direction (i.e. -t)? As such, a symmetry dictated extremum 

requires translation either within a mirror plane or perpendicular to a mirror plane, 

where in the former case, the mirror plane separates the two halves. 

In the search for symmetry dictated energy extrema with respect to translation, 

the notion of precisely how to geometrically translate a bicrystal must be addressed. 

The three critical factors which must be defined are (1) the orientation and location 

of the plane of translation, (2) the direction of translation and (3) which half of the 

bic,rystal is translated ( (2) and (3) are thus linked). 

Let us begin with the case of the coherent twin. It is a common 

misconception that the coherent twin is a symmetry dictated extrema in energy with 

respect to translation in the [112] direction. While this structure has very high 
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symmetry, the previous section revealed that for the coherent twin, the mirror plane 

coincides with an atomic plane. Thus, the plane of translation cannot be placed on 

the symmetry plane to create a symmetry dictated extrema (you can't translate half 

.an atom). 

An alternate approach was tried by Deymier et a1..59 The premise of this 

technique was to conserve the notion of symmetric translation by defining a jagged 

interface whose average is the atomic mirror plane. This was done by alternately 

assigning atoms in the atomic mirror plane to belong to one grain or the other. The 

result is two periodically jagged grains, fit together like a jigsaw puzzle. Translation 

of one jagged grain with respect to the other does result in a symmetric structure for 

the coherent twin. The difficulty with this method, however, is that when a grain is 

moved by 3bl , atoms belonging to the jagged portion of the interface in each grain 

become coincident with one another; that is, they lie on top of each other. From 

both a theoretical and experimental standpoint, this result is quite absurd. A possible 

explanation could be that when atoms on the interface approach one another, they 

are sheared from their respective crystals like teeth popping off of a gear. Both 

computer simulations and experimental findings, however, have shown that grains do 

not translate via this jagged interface mechanism even for small bl translations.59 

Thus, the coherent twin, and in fact any other structure where the symmetry plane 

desired for translation also contains atoms, cannot be a symmetry dictated energy 

extremum with respect to translation. 
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Instead of referencing the coherent twin as a starting point for bicrystal 

translation, Pond proposed using the mirror symmetric structure (MS).60,41 With 

the MS structure, the mirror plane lies half-way between the atomic planes of the 

two crystals which meet at the boundary. This plane may be taken as the plane of 

translation, making the MS structure a symmetry dictated energy extrema. Structures 

resulting from a relative translation by t or -t from the MS structure are said to be 

symmetrically equivalent.t Pond named this method of bicrystal translation "in

plane" translation, where the grain boundary plane is defined as the plane of 

translation, and remains at a fixed location. 

Cases do occur, however, where the grain boundary plane will migrate with 

relative bicrystal translation. Using the above technique to translate the top crystal 

by the DSC vector bl returns the coherent twin structure, where the twinning plane 

now lies below the translation plane. Conversely, translating the top crystal by -bl 

gives a perfect twin with the twinning plane above the translation plane, This 

twinning plane migration is a consequence of the equivalence between translation 

and choice' of grain boundary plane location discussed in the previous section. 

While this isomorphism exists in many different systems, it is not a general 

result. To investigate this, Pond defined the quantity p as the maximum possible 

ratio of coincidence sites to crystal sites for any given plane in a set of rational 

(parallel) planes. This is related to the dichromatic pattern quantity I: (defined in 

t The translation vector, t (p'. in the reference by Pond), lies within the plane of translation. 
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chapter one) through the equation p = nI:-t, where n is an integer. From this 

parameter, two important cases may be identified: p = 1 and p = I:-1
• In the latter 

case, the density of coincident sites is the same on any given plane in the set. The 

result is that the structure of the bicrystal created is completely independent of the 

location of the grain boundary plane. The second case, where p = 1, says that at least 

one of the planes in the set contains nothing but coincidence points. This is the case 

for the (111) and (112) planes in the I:3 pattern, where every third (111) and (112) 

plane is a coincident plane. As such, these structures are dependent upon the grain 

boundary plane location, with the periodicity of the pattern in these directions 

dictating an equivalence between relative translation and grain boundary plane 

location. 

It is important to remind ourselves that the notion of a grain boundary plane 

is merely a theoretical construct. In the previous section, it was shown that with 

certain intervals, the same structure resulted for a degeneracy of GBP locations. The 

advantage of Pond's in-plane technique is its simplicity. The GBP location is defined 

precisely, and a bicrystal may then be analyzed in its various translation states 

unambiguously. An important point of distinction must be made, however, between 

the cr created with t=b1 and the cr at t=-b1• While they are energetically and 

geometrically the same structure, they are not, strictly speaking, symmetrically 

equivalent. The reason for this is that the twinning plane has a different location in 

each of the two structures, with neither of them coincident with the definition of the 
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grain boundary plane. Thus, if the symmetry of a translated bicrystal is to be found, 

one must look at planes parallel to the GBP as well. 

At this point an advantage of working with the dichromatic pattern may be 

realized. Recall that with the technique of translating the DCP instead of the 

bicrystal, the GBP is always taken as the highest symmetry plane. Thus the 

derivation of the proper symmetry of the bicrystal is always assured. Nevertheless, 

in terms of identifying all possible structures, either technique (bicrystal or DCP 

translation) will work. Since we are particularly interested in comparing structures 

to observations in real materials, the in-plane translation technique for bicrystals is 

more suitable. Adopting this scheme for bicrystal translation, predictions may be 

made as to which of the 14 previously derivedbicrystal structures are symmetric with 

respect to in-plane translation directions. These predictions are tabulated in table 

- -3.5 for translations along [111] and [112] for (112) and (111) type. bicrystals, 

respectively. All structures in the table are symmetric with respect to in-plane 

translation along the [110] direction as this corresponds to translation perpendicular 

to the mirror planes between successive (1 iO) atomic planes. 

A diagram of all possible in-plane translations may be easily constructed for 

each bicrystal type. Referring back to the dichromatic pattern, we recall that there 

exist an infinite number of translations resulting in identical patterns due its periodic 

nature. Thus, an "in-plane" Wigner-Seitz cell may be drawn parallel to each of the 

boundary types using the coincident site lattice points of the DCP. First introduced 



Table 3.5 Bicrystal symmetry dictated extrema in energy with respect to 
translation. All structu~es listed are symmetric with respect to 
translation along the [110] direction. 

Boundary Structure Translation Energy 
Type Name Direction Extrema 

~3 (111) b3 cr bl NO 

MS bl YES 

LS bl NO 

GMS bl YES 

HEMS bl YES 

HEGMS bl YES 

~3 (112) bl Icr b3 NO 

GIMS b3 YES 

IMS b3 YES 

ILS1 b3 NO 

DGIMS b3 YES 

ILS2 b3 NO 

GIMS2 b3 YES 

ILS3 b3 NO 
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by Pond,60·41 Vitek et al. later named this the cell of non-identical displacements 

(CNID).61.62 Within this cell are contained all possible non-degenerate 

translations. For the (111) bicrystals, this cell is the hexagon repeated as a grid in 

figure 1, with dimensions of the DSC vectors. For the (112) bicrystals, the cell is. 

rectangular. Due to the orthogonality of the unit cell directions in this plane, the cell 

has dimensions of the CSL vectors. 

The locations of 12 of the 14 previously derived bicrystals are shown within 

their respective CNIDs in figure 9. Closed circles indicate the structures which have 

been geometrically constructed in this study. Open circles indicate structures which 

have been derived based on the symmetry of the CNID. Note that some of the 

structures are primed, indicating that the twinning plane has migrated by one atomic 

plane with respect to the unprimed structures. 
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3.4 Bicrystal Energy Calculations 

To examine which structures in the eNID are stable, the energies of each of 

the individual structures may be plotted. The result is a y surface plot whose base 

is the size and shape of the eNID. Such a construction can serve to verify the 

predictions of table 3.5, while additionally revealing which extrema are maxima and 

which are minima. It becomes immediately apparent that calculating the entire 

range of structures in the eNID is a formidable computational undertaking. By 

making a few choice calculations, however, the symmetry of the eNID may be 

exploited to fill in the rest of the y surface. Stable structures may then be found by 

looking for energy minima. 

Any fcc material will give identical geometrical results, however due to the 

differences in interatomic potentials and electron densities in different materials, the 

y plot will vary. Aluminum has been chosen as the exclusive material for this study 

due both to its engineering importance and the large body of existing experimental 

data. To model the behavior of aluminum, an interatomic potential developed by 

Voter and ehen is used (figure 10).63 This potential is based on an embedded atom 

modelling (EAM) scheme,64,65 which has proven effective for a large variety of 

[regular] metals.66,27 In the EAM approach, the energy of an n-particle 

homonuclear system is given by the expression: 
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Figure 3.10 Plots of the Voter and Chen embedded atom model interatomic 
potential for aluminum (taken from reference 63). 
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where rij is the radial distance between atoms i and j, t/J is the pair potential and F 

is the embedding function due to the electrons. The quantity Pi is the electron 

density at atom i due to all of its neighbors j: 

n 

Pi = L p(rij ) 
j 

j .. i 

The expressions for perij) and t/J(rij) are semi-empirical, and have been fitted to match 

experimental data on several properties of aluminum such as lattice parameter and 

cohesion energy. Details of this derivation may be found in reference (63). 

When simulating a real material, sample size and boundary conditions are 

always of critical concern. Obviously, the calculation of a macroscopic aluminum 

bicrystal is computationally intractable as it contains an extremely large number of 

atoms. While a large sample with many atoms will take a great deal of computer 

time, though, a small sample may jeopardize accurate modelling. A common solution 

is to use periodic boundary conditions. Recall that the I:3 bicrystals in this study are 

all members of the diperiodic space groups. Thus, parallel to the boundary plane, 

periodic boundary conditions may be used. The result is the simulation of a small 

system which behaves as if it were part of an infinite structure. Normal to the grain 

boundary plane, several options may be considered. Ideally, the simulation of semi-

infinite grains on either side of the boundary is desirable. However, since the grains 

are oriented in different directions (i.e. the bicrystal contains a grain boundary), the 

use of periodic boundary conditions in this direction imposes a second oppositely 
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oriented grain boundary at the borders of the simulation cell. The result is the 

emulation of an infinite multi-layered structure, which has a different energy as 

compared to a bicrystal due to additional stress at the simulation cell borders. 

Several methods to overcome this difficulty have been proposed including 

constraining the outer layers parallel to the GBP (fixed), using free surfaces, and 

keeping PBC while adding terms to the Hamiltonian of the outer layers to relieve the 

stress.29 All of the calculations in this study were performed on rigid structures. 

Thus, as long as the contributions could be subtracted out of the calculations of y, 

surface effects were unimportant. Therefore, free surfaces were chosen parallel to 

the grain boundary plane. 

The only remaining restriction is that the smallest periodic dimension of the 

simulation cell must be greater than the cutoff range of the atomic interaction 

potential. This ensures that the atoms have the correct coordination of distant 

neighbors, thereby simulating an infinite sample.t From figure 10, the interatomic 

potential is essentially zero for radial distances greater than 5.55 A. For all of the 

I:3 (111) type boundaries in this study, the calculation cell size was chosen to be 

approximately 84.17768 A in the direction normal to the interface (along b3), 29.7613 

A along bl·and 5.727566 A along bz. This corresponds to 36, 36 and 4 plane spacings 

- -of the structure in the respective [111], [112] and [110] directions, and encompasses 

t For dynamic simulations the smallest periodic dimension must be at least twice the cutoff 
range of interaction so that a particle does not interact with itself through a second particle 
across the border of the simulation cell. 
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840 atoms. The result is the simulation of an 84 A thick infinite slab of aluminum 

bicrystal. 

Using a computer, the atomic coordinates for a E3 coherent twin bicrystal with 

tbe above dimensions was created. Using Pond's in-plane translation scheme/)(),41 the 

translation plane was taken below the mirror plane. The bottom crystal remained 

fixed while the top crystal was translated in the [112] direction. Note that these 

choices are also consistent with the conventions established for dichromatic pattern 

translations in previous sections. A total of 49 bicrystal structures were created over 

the range [-3bl , 3bl ] in steps of O.lbl • This sequence covers two periods of CSL 

translations, and overlaps the bottom edge of the CNID in the [0, b t ] range. The 

large range of translations was chosen to better examine the periodicity and 

symmetry of the ensuing energy versus translation plot. 

The total energy of each of the bicrystal structures was calculated using the 

EAM procedure described above. The energy of a perfect fcc crystal with identical 

dimensions and an identical number of atoms was also calculated. It is important 

that this crystal be at the same orientation as one of the two halves of the bicrystal. 

This ensures that the free surfaces of the crystal and bicrystal are identical, and have 

the same surface energy. The total energy of the perfect crystal was then subtracted 

from the bicrystal total energy, leaving the energy of the grain boundary, or the 

interfacial excess free energy, G. The result was then normalized by the area of the 

·grain boundary, which is the product of the simulation cell dimensions in the periodic 
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directions. Doing this yields V, expressed in units of rnJ/m2. The plot of V versus 

[112] translation is shown in figure 11a, where a spline interpolation has been fit 

through the data points. 

An examination of figure 11a confirms earlier symmetry predictions. While 

the perfect twin structure at t = 0 is an energy minimum, the energy plot is not 

symmetric about this point. Meanwhile, the mirror symmetric and glide mirror 

symmetric structures at -bl (or 2bl ) and 0.5bl are symmetric energy maxima; that is, 

the energy plot is symmetric about these points. Thus, these energy calculations 

confirm the predictions of table 3.5, which were based solely on the symmetry of the 

bicrystal structures. What symmetry predictions could not reveal, of course, was 

whether these high symmetry structures were minima or maxima in energy. Some 

intuitive guessing could have been used to identify predicted extrema as maxima or 

minima. However, symmetry failed to predict the minimum at the coherent twin. 

This reveals a limitation of symmetry analysis which has been expressed previously 

by Hirth and Balluffi.so To identify all possible minima in the search for stable 

structures, energy calculations must be performed. 

With further calculations, the remaining predictions of table 3.5 may also be 

verified. The energy calculations of a coherent twin bicrystal in translation states 

along b2 is shown in figure llb. This plot corresponds to a slice of the v-surface, 

represented in the range [0, b1] in the eNID as a vertical line connecting the cr 

structure in the lower left corner with the LS structure directly above it. The plot 
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confirms that both the coherent twin and LS structures are symmetry dictated 

extrema with respect to translation along b2• We find that the structure at t = ± t b2 

is equivalent to the LS structure, which also appears at -t bl and t bl in figure lla. 

This is due to the symmetry of the CNID, which has the same projected symmetry 

as the dichromatic pattern. Thus, if this LS structure were now translated along bl , 

the same map as figure lla should result, but it should be shifted by t bl . This is 

_ verified by the plot in figure llc and by figure 9. 

With the above one-dimensional v-plots, the symmetry of the eNID may be 

exploited to construct the two dimensional V surface. Figure 13 shows the result of 

this construction. The origin of figures lla-c have been shifted by -( t bl + t b2) to 

match the CNID and Pond's choice of the MS as a reference structure.60
•
41 

The entire procedure just described above was also used to generate energy 

vs translation plots for the E3 (112) type boundaries. The calculation cell size .for the 

incoherent twin (ICf) was 54 plane spacings normal to the boundary (along [112]), 

12 plane spacings along [111] and 4 plane spacings along [110]. This corresponded 

to cell dimensions Of 44.64195 A, 28.05922 A and 5.72756 A respectively, 

encompassing 864 atoms. Starting with the ICf, 31 structures were generated in the 

range -bJ to 2bJ, using the same convention as before. Boundary conditions were 

free normal to the grain boundary plane (bl ) and periodic in the other two directions 

(bJ and b2), once again simulating a thin infinite slab of aluminum bicrystal. The 

results of these calculations are plotted in figure 12a, with a spline interpolation 
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through the data points. Energy versus translation along bz is shown in figure 12b. 

Note that unlike in the case of the (111) boundaries, the eNID for the (112) 

boundaries has relatively low symmetry. Thus, a [111] translation versus energy plot 

of the ILS2 structure (at t bz) shown in figure 12c, does not reveal the same pattern 

as figure 12a. As a result, the y - surface plot for the translation states of the (112) 

bicrystal (figure 13b) is less complete than the plot for the (111) bicrystal. There is 

enough information, nonetheless, to confirm the remaining symmetry predictions of 

table 3.5. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THERMODYNAMICS OF THE 1:3 SYSTEM 

The previous chapter provided a theoretical technique for analyzing grain 

boundaries on the basis of geometrical considerations. We would now like to make 

the link between geometry and the stability of boundaries through the use of 

thermodynamics. As was seen in chapters one and two, much has been written on 

the thermodynamics of interfaces with respect to interfacial orientation, n. The same 

detailed treatment has not been undertaken, however, with regard to the translational 

states of interfaces, t. The reason for this is due largely to the fact that rigid body 

translation, as a microscopic degree of freedom, is often seen as a relaxation. Thus, 

only the lowest y(t) state or states are considered, since t is assumed to relax freely. 

In a real material, however, constraints often exist which do not allow for the 

relaxation of t. For example, grain boundary junctions, dislocations and antiphase 

boundaries can all restrict a segment of grain boundary to a specific translation state. 

And, as the energy calculations of chapter three have shown, the translational state 

of a boundary can have a profound effect on the energy of the interface. 

Experimental evidence has further shown that translated boundaries have been 

observed in real samples, even ones which theoretically have high 

energy.30,59,67,68,69,70 

In this chapter, we extend the methods of the thermodynamics of interfaces 

to describe boundaries in different translational states. We look at which structures 
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are thermodynamically stable and what combinations of structures can exist in 

equilibrium. These techniques are employed with reference to experimental and 

computer simulation results in an attempt to explain and predict the observed 

boundary states. The limitations of both the theoretical methods and experimental 

techniques are discussed with respect to resolving atomic level structures. As 

consistent with the rest of this dissertation, the I:3 system is again used as a case 

study, but the approach remains applicable to other high coincidence systems. 

4.1 Stability of Grain Boundary Translation States 

To look at the thermodynamic stability of a grain boundary translation state, 

we return to the fundamental equation from chapter two. Again, the thermodynamic 

variables of temperature, pressure and number of atoms are fixed, leaving (Gh,P,N 

= G(R,t,n,Ah,p,N. Since the main focus is on the translation state of the boundary, 

Rand n will be fixed as well. We further restrict no, the grain boundary plane 

location, and follow the "in-plane" translation scheme of the previous chapter. 

Finally, consistent with chapter three, we choose to fix the area of the boundary and 

reference the excess free energy to a perfect crystal. This leaves G = y A, where y 

is a function only of t. Thus, the y surface plots of chapter three give the free energy 

of the interface with respect to t, just as the Wulff plot gives the energy with respect 

to n. Following the concept of minimization of energy, stable states should be 

global minima in the y surface, while local minima should be metastable. 
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Let us begin with the 'Y surface plot of the ~3 (111) boundary from chapter 

three. This plot exhibits no local minima and six global minima, which should be the 

stable sates of the boundary with respect to in-plane translation. Due to periodicity, 

however, only two of these minima are unique, and they are the two symmetry 

related structures, Cf and Cf'. Thus, the coherent twin is the only state which 

should be stable. Experimentally, this has been confirmed many times. Long 

segments of the Cf have been observed in a variety of materials.71.72.73.74.75 

The symmetry related Cf' is equally likely to be observed. In fact, the only way to 

differentiate between the two structures is when they exist next to each other, 

creating a step as seen in chapter two. Such steps have also been observed by 

HREM in ~3 (111) boundaries in aluminum.74,75 Thus, the rigid translation 'Y plot 

predictions are consistent with experimental findings. 

While the above result is not generally surprising, the y plot is more useful 

than it may appear. For example, the LS and LS' structures are indistinguishable 

from the Cf and Cf' structures in HREM observations. The reason is that HREM 

is limited to two dimensional projections. For ~3 boundaries, the common imaging 

condition is along a < 110> direction, because atomic columns can be well aligned, 

producing a good projected image. The Cf structure is related to the LS structure 

by a relative rigid body translation of t < 110 >, which is parallel to the imaging axis. 

Similarly, the MS and GMS structures will be indistinguishable from each other. 
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Thus, the y plot may be used as a guide to distinguish between two translation states 

which appear degenerate in HREM observations. 

Let us now examine the y surface of the I::3 (112) boundaries. Taking the 

incoherent twin as a reference, this plot exhibits a local minimum at a relative rigid 

body translation of 0.43b3 (or 1.00A along [111]). By the symmetry of the eNID, 

there is another local minimum, which is 1.00A from a second symmetry related leT 

structure. These local minima are close to the ILS2 structures, and will be designated 

as ILS2 + o. The y surface also contains a single global minimum at -0.5b3 + O.5b2, 

corresponding to the GIMS2 structure. These minima should be the only metastable 

and stable states of the boundary with respect to in-plane translation, t. The 

translations of - O.5b3 and O.5bl are both saddle points of the y surface, and are 

therefore unstable. 

To' further verify that these translation states are stable, static energy 

relaxations of the boundaries may be performed. Pond and Vitek conducted such 

simulations for a variety of boundaries in the aluminum I::3 system, including the 

{112}.59 For their interatomic potential, they used a modified pseudopotential.76 

The simulation cell boundaries used were periodic parallel to the interface. Normal 

to the interface, the outer)ayers of the simulation cell were fixed with respect to the 

boundary normal direction. This allowed for rigid body translation parallel to the 

boundary, while any separation normal to the boundary resulted in a compression of 

the outer layers, thereby maintaining a constant volume. The relaxation procedure 
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used was a modified steepest gradient. Relaxation of planes of atoms parallel to the 

boundary were alternately carried out in directions parallel and normal to the 

boundary. The result provided a coupling of a layer like relaxation to rigid body 

shifts. 

Pond and Vitek found two relaxed translation states a1 and {31 (and two 

symmetrically related states a2 and {32)' which they called favorable. The {3 state 

compares well with the local minimum state ILS2 + 0 of our rigid y plot (see table 

4.1). Similarly, the a states are very close to the global minimum GIMS2 state (since 

they do not lie exactly on the periodic border of the CNID, there are two 

symmetrically related states). The authors also conducted TEM analysis of AI 

samples, where they observed the symmetry related a1 and a2 translation states of the 

I:3 (112) boundary. Using an a-fringe technique,24 they measured the rigid body 

translation of these states along < 111 > as 0.82A (referenced to ICT} or ICT2). In 

the absence of any constraints, it is expected that the stable global minima be the 

only observed state of the boundary. Thus, both the experimental and simulation 

findings of Pond and Vitek are consistent with the thermodynamic predictions of the 

y plot. 

Static energy relaxation calculations of I:3 (112) bicrystals in aluminum were 

also preformed by Medlin et al.TI and Penisson et a1.78
, using the Voter and 

Chen63 embedded atom potential, and a conjugate gradient relaxation technique.79 

Boundary conditions for the simulations were the same as those described in chapter 
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three; that is free surfaces normal to the boundary plane and periodic parallel to it. 

The relaxation technique used allows for the movement of each individual atom. 

Thus, to quantify rigid body translations which occur during relaxation, the positions 

of all of the atoms must be referred to the initial starting structure. 

Medlin et aI. found that there were, in fact two "stable" states of the boundary. 

For the first state (B), they measured a rigid body translation of 1.26A parallel to the 

[111] direction with reference to the ICf. For the second state (C), they found a 

rigid body shift of O.68A along [111]. Penisson et al. also reported this state (which 

they called B). Medlin et al.'s states Band C are in good agreement with Pond and 

Vitek's states {3 and a, respectively. Furthermore, Medlin et al. observed a :E3 (112) 

boundary in aluminum under HREM, which had an estimated [111] rigid body 

translation of O.66A with respect to the ICf. This provides further support for the 

thermodynamic predictions of the y surface plot. 

The methods employed by Medlin et al. have two main advantages. The first 

is that the BAM is a density dependent potential which is proven to model metals 

very well?7 Second, their relaxation technique allows the movement of individual 

atoms in any direction. Both of these mean that the simulated structures should 

match experimental observations quite well. With full relaxation, though, it is 

difficult to independently examine a rigid body shift. Furthermore, the final relaxed 

state can be dependent upon the initial starting configuration, as the conjugate 

gradient technique is not effective at overcoming potential barriers.17 As our 
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calculations have confirmed, all initial pure [111] translation states of the ICf relax 

to the metastable structure B. To obtain the globally stable structure C, however, 

it is necessary to start with an initial configuration which is in a t [110] translation 

state relative to the ICf.so This, of course, cannot be distinguished in HREM 

observations. 

Of the three approaches, the rigid body translation calculations performed in 

chapter three should provide the worst comparison to experiment. Since no 

relaxation is allowed, the magnitude of the energies of the boundaries will be 

considerably higher, especially in a case such as the L3 (112), where the coincidence 

configuration (ICf) has atoms in the boundary core with very small radial 

separations from each other. The energy may be lowered, though, if rigid 

translations normal to the boundary are permitted. This point is considered further 

in later sections. Despite its limitations, however, the rigid body translation y plot 

does have some important advantages. It provides a complete map of all states, not 

just those which are locally or globally stable. As we will see later, it is possible that 

unstable translation states may exist in the presence of other constraints. 

Furthermore, rigid structures provide a useful framework for examining the 

geometries of relaxed structures. 
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Structure Relaxation Translation (A) 'Y (mJ/m2
) 

leT 

Meta-
Stable 

Stable 

Table 4.1 

t 

Directions 
<112> <110> <111> 

A <112> <111> 0.4 0 0 32771 

A <112> <111> NC NC NC 33078 

A' <112> NC 0 0 387 

A" none 0 0 0 9780 

B <112> <111> <110> 0.38 0 1.26 31671 

{3 {112} layers 0.45 0 1.14 48~ 
<112> <111> <110> 

ILS2+o none 0 0 1.00 5690 

C <112> <111> <110> 0.33 1.43 0.68 22371 

O.66t 

B <112> <111> <110> NC NC' NC'. 22278 

a {112} layers 1.38 1.43 0.79 5~ 
<112> <111> <110> 0.82* 

GIMS2 none 0 1.43 1.17 741 

Comparison of results from the literature regarding the translation 
states of a I:3 (112) boundary in aluminum. 

No calculations of the values of rigid body displacements were cited, 
however the boundary structures and energies match those performed 
by Medlin et al. 
Average experimental value under a variety of HREM imaging 
conditions, 
Experimental value using TEM and a-fringe techniques. 
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Table 4.1 provides a comparison of results for the ~3 (112) system in 

aluminum. Due to the difference in approaches, table 4.1 should not be read as a 

direct numeric comparison. Despite the differences in the magnitudes of the 

energies and rigid body shifts between the varying techniques, the atomic arrangement 

at the boundary core is the same within each set of structures; that is, B, f3 and ILS2+ 6 

all have essentially the same structure, as do C, a and GIMS2• Furthermore, the first 

set of states all have lower energies than their corresponding member in the second 

set. This confirms that B, f3 and ILS2 + 6 are all metastable, while C, a and GIMS2 

are stable. The differences in values may be seen merely as a function of the 

specifics of the techniques themselves (e.g. the method and amount of relaxation). 

When taken in context, the three approaches are complementary, and yield a 

consistent set of results. 

Crocker and Faridi have also performed static energy relaxation calculations 

of the ~3 (112) boundary in copper.8t They used an empirically derived potential, 

with periodic boundary conditions normal to the boundary plane, and conditions of 

constant volume. A layer like relaxation similar to that of Pond and Vitek was used 

to relieve any long range shear stress. The resulting low energy state they found had 

an in-plane rigid body shift of t [110] + 0.1623[111] (0.1623 ~ i) and a grain 

separation of about 0.03a (where a is the lattice parameter). This is close to the 

GIMS2 state. Mori et al. performed energy relaxation calculations of ~3 (112) 
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boundaries in fcc v-iron (austenitic stainless steel).82 Using an interatomic potential 

based on a tight-binding method, they also found a low energy state of the boundary 

with a rigid body translation close to that of GIMS2 (or a), the global minimum of 

the y plot in aluminum. A small translation perpendicular to the boundary was also 

observed. The low energy structures of Crocker and Faridi and Mori et al. are both 

geometrically similar to the GIMS2, a and C states in aluminum. This indicates that 

the global minimum of the y surface is dictated by the symmetry (fcc), and not the 

interatomic potential of the different metals. 

Experimental observations of the ~3 (112) boundary in translational states in 

gold have been made by Ichinose et al.67·83 and subsequently simulated by Wolf et 

al.84 In one HREM micrograph the authors observe a junction between a (111) CT 

and a (112) ICT. Here, a continuous displacement of the (112) boundary is seen. 

Starting at the junction, the boundary moves from a zero translation state (ICT) to 

a maximum displacement of t[lll] far from the junction. This displacement is also 

very close to the stable translation states found in AI, and the structures exhibits a 

similar atomic arrangement in the region of the grain boundary. 

Finally, rigid body shifts of ~3 (112) boundaries have been both observed and 

simulated in silicon and germanium. An excellent review paper by Cheikh et al. 

summarizes much of the results from the literature.36 The authors conclude that 

there is good agreement among the experimental and theoretical results, and that the 

(112) boundary clearly exhibits a rigid body translation in the range of O.la < 111 > 
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to O.3a< 111> (where a is the lattice parameter of the material). A translation 

perpendicular to the boundary is also observed. It should be noted, however, that 

Si and Ge possess diamond-like structures, not pure fcc .. Thus, a comparison with 

results from the fcc metals will prove to be a bit different, due to the different 

symmetries of the structures. 

4.2 Thermodynamic Constraints 

The previous section just examined the stable translation states of the I:3 (111) 

and (112) boundaries. Yet, these are not the only states which have been observed 

in experimental samples. For example, the perfect ICf has been observed in short 

segments near junctions with a (111) boundary.78,67,85 Furthermore, a translation 

state which appears to be like the mirror symmetric, has been observed in segments 

of (111) boundaries.7s,78 The reason such structures have been observed is that in 

each case, there is a constraint on the system which is preventing translational 

relaxation. We saw a similar situation in chapter two, where the plane orientation 

n was constrained to some high energy orientation. In this case, changing the plane 

orientation required the rearrangement of so much matter, that the process had a 

huge energy barrier. Instead, however, we saw that the high energy boundary could 

lower its energy within the constraints by facetting. In this section, we look for an 

equivalent process with respect to translation; that is, can a boundary in a high 

energy translation state dissociate into smaller segments of boundary in other low 
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energy translation states. We will examine this process, and by extension look at 

what structures may exist in equilibrium with each other. 

Two differently oriented boundaries in equilibrium with each other must, of 

course meet at a junction. On a given segment of boundary, two a~jacent 

translational states will be separated by a grain boundary dislocation whose Burgers 

vector is the difference in translation between the two states.50 Since we only 

consider translations parallel to the boundary, the Burgers vectors of the pure edge 

GBDs will also be parallel to the boundary. An example of this has already been 

shown in chapter two. The two states of the coherent twin, the cr and cr', are 

separated by a GBD with Burgers vector t [112]. 

For a single boundary, there may be many segments in various translational 

states. We shall consider only those cases where the dislocation lines between these 

segments are parallel to each other. Following the thermodynamic approach of 

chapter two, we write the change in excess Gibbs free energy of the boundary as a 

composite of these boundary segments: (dG)T,P,N,A = L (Yi d.A i )T,P,N • Here, Yi is 
i 

the excess free energy of the boundary segment in the translation state t i, with area 

~. The system will then want to minimize energy with respect to the A;'s. Since we 

have fixed the Rand n, we have also fixed the area of the boundary (Le. we don't 

allow facetting). Thus, the constraints for energy minimization are: 
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Therefore, when there is only one translation state of the boundary, there is no 

dislocation and b = O. 

4.3 States in Equilibrium 

4.3.1 Boundary Segments 

The above analysis and the facetting analysis in chapter two provide us with 

the stability criterion for a given composite system. They tell us nothing, however, 

about how the system can change its morphology to lower energy. For example, how 

many segments of different translation states will form, which ones and under what 

conditions? To answer these questions, not only must the energy of each of the 

translated boundary segments be considered, but so must the energy introduced by 

the dislocations between them as well as any energy of interaction between the 

dislocations. 

In an isotropic medium, the energy of a pure edge dislocation per unit length 

in a radial disk of thickness RT - Ro is given by:48 

Wedge _ b 2 J1. In [Rr] 
L - 41T (1 -\I ) Ro 

(4.1) 

where J1. is the shear modulus, \I is the Poisson ratio, and b is the Burgers vector. 

Thus, for a boundary with two translation states separated by an edge grain boundary 

dislocation, we may write the excess free energy as: 
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(4.2) 

where ~ = XjL, and GIL is the excess free energy per unit length of the interface 

along the dislocation line. 

If there is more than one grain boundary dislocation in the interface, we must 

include the energy of interaction between them. The energy difference per unit 

length between two dislocations whose lines are parallel and radially separated from 

R to RA, was first derived by Nabarro as:86,47 

= J1.(b1·e)(b2·e) In[~] - J1. [(b x~)'(b x~)] In[~] 
2~ RA 2~(1-v) 1 2 RA (4.3) 

- J1. [(b1xe)' R][ (b2xe)' R] 
2~(1-v)R2 

where ~ is a unit vector along the dislocation line. 

For dislocations which are pure edge, the Burgers vector is normal to the 

dislocation line, and the first term in equation 4.3 goes to zero. Since we are only 

considering cases where Burgers vectors of the two dislocations are either parallel 

or anti-parallel, b x ~ is a vector normal to R, which makes the last term in 

equation 4.3 zero. This leaves: 
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We may now write the total excess free energy per unit length of an interface with 

two dislocations separating three regions of boundary in different translation states 

as: 

(4.5) 

Equation 4.5 may be compared directly to equation 4.2. We see from equation 4.1 

that the increase in free energy due the addition of a dislocation is proportional to 

the square of the Burgers vector. Thus, a system such as described by equation 4.2 

may lower this energy contribution by dissociation of its dislocation into two 

dislocations. By the constraints named above, the sum of the Burgers vectors must 

be equal to the Burgers vector of the original dislocation (b = bl + b2). Since the 

Burgers vector is a fraction of a unit cell vector, its value is always less than one. 

Thus a dissociation of this type will always lower the energy contributions due to the 

dislocation( s). 

When a dislocation dissociates, it forms a new segment of boundary at the 

expense of the two segments on either side of it. Thus, the lengths Xl and x2 will 

decrease, becoming xl and X2' while the length of new boundary segment will 

" 

increase from zero to Xl' By conservation of area, AIL = Xl + x2 = Xl + x2 + Xl 

(see figure 4.1). The translational state of the new segment will be dictated by the 

Burgers vectors on either side of it, bl and b2• It is important to note that this 
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Non-dissociated 

a 
b 

1. 

CT CT 

Dissociated 

b 
b1 b2 

x1 X3 x2 
.L .L 

CT GMS CT 

Figure 4.1 Schematic of· a grain boundary segment with a secondary grain 
boundary dislocation which is (a) non-dissociated and (b) dissociated. 
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translation state may have a higher energy, Y3' than either of the original two. 

Dissociation will occur only when the total excess free energy of equation 4.5 is less than 

that of equation 4.2. In fact, if it is energetically favorable, dissociation of a 

dislocation may occur recursively; that is a dissociated dislocation may dissociate 

further in a bifurcation like process. 

4.3.1.1 Equilibrium Between Degenerate States 

Let us look at an example of this process that has been observed by Pond in 

a I:3 (112) boundary. A perfect grain boundary dislocation with Burgers vector b = 

t[l11] may be introduced with a step to separate a boundary into two regions of a l 

translation states. Since the energies of these two translation states are identical, the 

free energy of the non-dissociated system may be written as: 

(4.6) 

For the dissociation of the dislocation, it can be shown that a2 can be created as the 

new intermediate translation state if bi = t[l11] and b2 = t[111]. This is a 

dissociation of a grain boundary dislocation into partials - a phenomenon which has 

been observed experimentally and justified theoretically.87,50,59.60 The interesting 

feature of the case described by Pond is that since a2 is a symmetric state of a l • all 
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of the translation states have the same energy. Thus, the energy of the dissociated 

state may be written as: 

Wl2 
+ --

L 
(4.7) 

Since the total area of the boundary is conserved (Le. Xl + x2 = Xl + X2 + X3)' the 

only terms which are different between the dissociated and non-dissociated equations 

are the energies due to the dislocations, which scale as the square of the Burgers 

vectors. Thus, the boundary does dissociate because (t)2 + (%)2 < (t )2. This 

dissociation is observed by Pond and Vitek in a sample of aluminum.59 The 

interaction term, W liL is negative in this case, because the Burgers vectors of the 

two dislocations are parallel. This further favors the dissociation. The separation 

distance between the dissociated dislocations is unbounded since all translation 

segments have the same interfacial energy. 

4.3.1.2 Equilibrium Between Non-Degenerate States 

Now let us take the case of a I:3 (111) boundary. We have already seen in 

chapter two that the Cf and Cf' states are separated by a OBD with Burgers vector 

b = t [112]. So, for the non-dissociated energy of the system, we again have Ponds 

case of equation 4.6. Unlike Ponds case, however, any attempt at dissociation of the 

dislocation will create a translation state of the boundary which is higher in energy, 
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since Cf and Cf' are the global minima in the y plot. Thus, it might be expected 

that the Cf-Cf' system would not dissociate. 

If we look back to chapter three, however, we see that the translation state 

which exists midway between the Cf and the Cf' is the OMS state. Thus, the 

translation difference between the Cf and OMS and OMS and Cf' states are each 

1/12 [112]. The energy contribution due to the dislocation, therefore, may be reduced 

by half through the dissociation into these partials. While by itself, the resulting 

newly formed segment of OMS is not favorable, its energy is only about a factor of 

two higher than that of the Cf and Cf' states. Thus, if the region of OMS created 

is small, an overall reduction of free energy may still occur, making the dissociation 

favorable. 

Assuming the dissociation does occur, we may calculate the amount of OMS 

boundary that would be created by looking at the stable separation distance between 

the two partial dislocations. From equation 4.5, the distance between the two 

dislocation lines, R, is just the length of the middle [OMS] segment, x~. Again, the 

energies of the outer boundaries, Cf and Cf' are equal, 'thus the first two terms in 

equation 4.5 may be written as: y(x1 + xl) = y(A/L - R). Thus, the free energy of 

the dissociated system is: 

(4.8) 
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This equation may now be differentiated with respect to R to find an equilibrium 

distance. 

(4.9) 

Setting this equal to zero and solving for R gives: 

(4.10) 

The equilibrium separation distance between the two partials bounding the 

OMS may now be calculated. For Aluminum, J1. = 2.63 X 1010 Pa and v = 0.347.47 

From above, bl = bz = a / 12 [112] = 0.B27 A for aluminum. From chapter three, the 

energy of the cr state, y = 44 mJ/m2, while the energy of the OMS state, Y3 = lOB 

mJ/m2. Using these values in equation 4.10, we obtain an equilibrium separation 

distance of 6.B4A, which is approximately four (112) plane spacing. These energy 

calculations, however, are based only on rigid body translations parallel to the 

boundary. If rigid body translations perpendicular to the boundary are considered 

(such as those examined by Pond and Medlin et al. on the (112) boundary) the 

energy of the OMS state may be lowered. 

Figure 4.2 shows the effect of rigid body translation perpendicular to the grain 

boundary on the energy for the mirror symmetric (MS) and glide mirror symmetric 

(OMS) states of the I:3 (111). A translation of zero indicates the normal (111) plane 
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Figure 4.2 Plot of interfacial excess free energy (y) versus grain separation for 
symmetric I:3 (111) grain boundaries. 
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spacing distance between the two grains. As can be seen, both curves converge to 

an asymptotic value at about 2.5 plane spacings (i.e. a grain separation of 1.5 on the 

plot), at which the calculations are essentially simulating two separate crystals with 

free surfaces. An examination of the OMS curve (dashed line) shows that its zero 

grain separation is very close to a minimum in energy. A small separation of 0.042b3 

= 0.1OA, however, produces the minimum energy state of ~ 80 mJ/m2
• When this 

value is used for Y3 in equation 4.10, the resulting eqUilibrium length of OMS 

boundary between the two partial dislocations is 12.2A, which is about seven (112) 

plane spacings. 

The result of dislocation dissociation is seen experimentally in the HREM 

micrograph of figure 4.3, which shows a region of I:3 (111) boundary in a 

polycrystalline sample of aluminum. Looking along the boundary from left to right, 

a cr structure may be seen, followed by approximately seven (112) planes of a 0 MS 

structure, followed by a step up to a Cf' structure. A monostep has also been 

observed using HREM by Smith in a I:3 (111) boundary in OaAs.M Figure 6.3 of 

this reference shows a long segment of Cf structure, followed by a OMS segment of 

eight to ten plane spacings, proceeded by a monostep up to a Cf' structure. We 

reiterate the point that in HREM observations, the OMS and MS states cannot be 

distinguished from one another, nor can the cr and LS states. Based on the 

geometric and thermodynamic arguments of this and preceding sections, however, we 

feel the above description is the most probable. 
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Figure 4.3 High resolution electron micrograph of a dissociated secondary grain 
boundary dislocation in a 1:3 (111) aluminum interface. Atoms appear 
black in the computer enhanced image. 
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4.3.2 Junctions 

Now that we have looked at the conditions under which two translation states 

may be in equilibrium on a given grain boundary, we would like to examine the 

translation states which can exist at the junction between two boundaries, namely the 

I:3 (111) and (112). We have already seen from the y-I plot in chapter two that the 

stable boundary orientations in the I:3 fcc system are the (111) and (112). Thus, 

when facetting occurs in the I:3 system, we expect to see (111) and (112) facets. Such 

facetting has been observed experimentally in a variety of materials.67
,78,85 Figure 4.4 

shows an HREM micrograph of such facets in aluminum.85 It may easily be seen that 

the translation states of both the (111) and (112) facets are zero; that is, segments 

of coherent twin boundary meet segments of incoherent twin boundary. As stated 

earlier, however, due to the limitations of HREM, we do not know the exact states 

of these facets, since we cannot resolve translations parallel to [110]. The goal of 

this section is to use the geometric analysis of chapter three and the thermodynamic 

techniques developed above to suggest the most probable atomic structure of some 

experimentally observed (111)//(112) junctions. 
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Figure 4.4 High resolution electron micrograph of I:3 (111) and (112) grain 
boundary facets in aluminum. Atoms appear as white in the computer 
enhanced image. Arrows indicate junctions between facets. 
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4.3.2.1 Coincident Junctions 

Let us start with the facets above. Geometrically, we know from chapter three 

that when these two boundaries meet at a coincident point (as in figure 4.5), the 

DSC lattice is conserved, and no dislocation is necessary. The problem is that while 

the y surface shows the Cf as a low energy boundary, the ICf is not. We return 

again to the idea of constraints. The junction of the (112) boundary with the Cf 

(111) boundary is forcing the (112) boundary into an ICf state. One option available 

to the system is to create a dislocation at the junction and move the (112) boundary 

to a lower energy state. This would, however, cause an increase in energy due to the 

addition of the dislocation, which may not be favorable. A second possibility for 

lowering the energy is a local relaxation of the ICf segments. Referring back to 

table 4.1, we see that even a local relaxation perpendicular to the boundary 

dramatically lowers the energy (by about a factor of thirty). An examination of the 

ICf facets in the micrograph of figure 4.4 show such a separation consistent with 

relaxation. The ICf segment in figure 4 of Ichinose et aI. exhibits the same feature.67 

In fact, Penisson et aI., who observe a similar state of the ICf at a junction, overlaid 

the positions of a computer simulated statically relaxed ICf on their micrograph, and 

found it in excellent agreement.78 Thus, geometry and thermodynamics both say that 

the most likely translational states of these facets are (relaxed) (112) ICfs in 

equilibrium with (111) Cfs, meeting at a junction with no dislocations. 
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Figure 4.5 Diagrams of ~3 (111) and (112) junctions meeting at (a) a coincident 
site and (b) a non-coincident cite with (c) dissociation into partials. 
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A second type of junction that has been seen experimentally in gold by 

Ichinose et al., is the case of a long segment of (112) meeting at a coincident point 

with a ~ong section of (111) boundary.67 The (111) boundary is in a zero translation 

Cf state throughout. Near the junction, the (112) boundary is in a zero translation 

ICf state. Moving away from the junction along the [111] direction, however, the 

(112) boundary exhibits a continuous translation, settling at a maximum translation 

of t [111] far from the junction. 

Wolf et al. used an EAM conjugate gradient relaxation scheme to simulate the 

structure of this junction.84 They preceded the relaxation with a Monte-Carlo 

simulation to ensure that a global energy minimum was found. In their simulation, 

they fixed the (111) atomic GBP, as well as the (111) plane directly above it. 

Periodic boundary conditions were then used in the [110] direction only, allowing for 

rigid body translation away from the junction. Consistent with the micrographs of 

Ichinose et aI., they found a continuous shift of the (112) boundary with a maximum 

of about t [111]. A comparison between their relaxed structure after simulation and 

the micrograph of Ichinose et aI., however, shows that the rigid body shifts are in 

opposite directions. We have already seen that the ICf is not a symmetrical 

structure with respect to translation. Thus, a translation by t [111] does not yield the 

same structure as a translation by -t [111]. 

Wolf et al.84 do not provide specific quantitative values the final translation, 

nor do they discuss if there is any [110] component. The projected structure has an 
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arrangement of atoms in the grain boundary core similar to the local energy 

minimum ILS + 6 structure. By contrast, the final translation state away from the 

junction in the micrograph of Ichinose et al. matches the projection of the global 

energy minimum GIMS2 (or a or C) state. Observations of a similar type of junction 

in aluminum show the (112) state starting to translate in the same direction as the 

case of Ichinose et al. (see top of figure 4.4). Unfortunately, the micrograph is cut 

off before a final state can be observed. From a thermodynamic standpoint, it would 

be anticipated that the a structure observed in the micrographs should be the final 

translation state of the (112) away from the junction. This would be consistent with 

the theoretical and experimental findings above and in the literature. 

4.3.2.2 Non-Coincident Junctions 

Let us now look at what happens when the Cf and ICf boundaries meet at 

a non-coincident point. Let us say that the junction occurs at one (111) plane 

spacing off from the coincident point along the [111] direction of the (112) ICf 

boundary. This amounts to the (112) boundary growing by one plane, and 

subsequently has the effect of moving the (111) grain boundary plane by one plane 

along its normal. From table 3.3 in chapter three, we see that this GBP relocation 

results in a MS structure for the (111) boundary. Since this is a high energy state, 

the (111) boundary will want to translate back to the coherent twin and recover a 

coincident configuration. In doing this, however, it must create a dislocation at the 
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junction with a Burgers vector equal to the difference in translation between a 

coherent twin and an MS, namely i [112]. This is equivalent to the construction of 

a monostep between a cr and a cr' shown in chapter two. 

As seen in the previous section, however, the cr (or Cf') structure with a 

i [112] grain boundary dislocation tends to dissociate into partials. Thus, it can be 

expected that such a process will occur here, where a short region of OMS is formed, 

bounded on either side by a OB partial dislocation of 1/12 [112]. One of these 

partials will appear at the junction, while the other will reside at its equilibrium 

distance of about seven (112) plane spacings along the (111) segment. The (111) 

boundary should then return to a Cf state (see figure 3.5). 

This result may be seen experimentally in the micrograph of Penisson et a 1.. 78 

Here, the authors show a junction between a I:3 (112) and (111) boundary in AI, 

which does not meet at a coincident point. The (112) boundary is in a relaxed ICf 

state, while the (111) boundary exhibits a OMS state at the junction. After 

approximately seven (112) plane spacings away from the junction, the (111) boundary 

is seen to be in a Cf state. Thus, these observations are consistent with both the 

theoretical and experimental results of the previous section. 

A careful examination of figure 4 in Ichinose et al., reveals the same 

phenomenon for a gold sample.67 In their figure, a short segment of ICf is bordered 

on both sides by (111) boundaries. At the bottom junction, the two boundaries meet 

at a coincident site and there is no translation of the (111) boundary. At the top 
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junction, the two boundaries do not meet at a coincident site, and the (111) boundary 

may be seen in a GMS state for approximately six to eight planes along the [111], 

after which it returns to a coherent twin state. Thus, based on both geometrical and 

thermodynamic arguments, these are the most probable atomic configurations of the 

junctions in the micrographs. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 

Interfaces in materials extend over only a few atomic layers. Thus, their study 

necessitates an atomic level investigation. From an experimental standpoint, 

techniques such as high resolution electron microscopy provide a wealth of 

information concerning the atomic structure of interfaces. Severe constraints, 

however, limit the applicability of HREM to the resolution of low index planes. 

Moreover, successful imaging of the interface structure imposes stringent 

requirements on the alignment precision of these planes. This also places restrictions 

on the grain boundary plane inclination. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, 

HREM provides only a two dimensional projection of the interfacial structure. 

Geometrical modelling may be done to try to determine the three dimensional 

structures of these experimentally observed boundaries. While several geometric 

structures will appear degenerate in HREM micrographs, it has been shown that an 

analysis based on symmetry provides a good technique for selecting the most likely 

candidates. Atomic level energy calculations or computer simulations of these 

structures may then be preformed to determine if they are energetically favorable. 

The real question that remains, however, is are the simulated structures really the 

same as the structure of the experimentally observed boundaries? 

A good guide to answering this question is to look at the thermodynamics of 

the interfacial system. This dissertation has extended the concepts of the 
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thermodynamics of interfaces to include the microscopic degrees of freedoms -

translation and grain boundary plane location. It has been shown that even small 

changes in the relative translation between two crystals can have a dramatic impact 

on the excess free energy of the interface. Thus, a map of the interfacial energy 

versus all possible translations has been shown to be a very useful tool. In addition, 

following what has previously been done on facetting, this dissertation has looked at 

the stability of different translated segments of boundary in equilibrium with each 

other. Using well established relationships in the thermodynamics of solids, it has 

been shown that under certain conditions, it is thermodynamically favorable for small 

segments of otherwise unstable boundaries to exist. These findings were then used 

to explain the occurrence of such states in experimental samples. 

While this dissertation focussed on the ~3 system, the approach used may be 

extended to other systems. A further understanding of the thermodynamics of 

interfaces provides insight into the origins of more complicated processes such as 

grain boundary migration. Knowledge of how and why these dynamic processes 

occur is ultimately of crucial importance in the controlled development of 

microstructures. This knowledge may then be used to design materials which have 

specifically desired properties. 
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Table Al 

Schoen- Inter- Full Symmetry 
flies national Int. operations 

Space 
groups 

Trlellnle 

CI 

52 (C I ) 

"'noellnle 

C2 

r 

Clh (C s ) .. 

C2h 2/m 

OrthorllDll'OI e 

D2 (V) 222 

C2y m2 

D2h (Vh) ..... 

Tetragonal 

Ca 
54 l 

Cah a/-

D. 422 

C4y .... 

D
2d

(V
d

, 12_ 

D4h 4/ ..... 

Trigonal (RhoorOohedral) 

C3 

56(C31 ) 

IIIlIgonll 

Cuble 

! 

32 

Jm 

10 

6/ .. 

622 

6noo 

6/ .... 

23 

.;j 

432 

13m 

III3nI 

r E I 

m 

i 
II 

222 E Cz Ci Ci 

IIIIZ E C2 0y 0y 

~ E C2 C2 C2 I 0h 0y 0y 

~ E 2Ca C2 I 254 0h 

422 E 2C4 C2 2Ci 2Ci 

- E 2C4 C2 20 y 20d 
1"2. E Cz 2C2 20 d 254 

~ E ZC4 C2 2Ci 2Ci 

I 254 0h 20 y 20d 

E 2C3 

! E 2C3 I 256 

l2 E 2C3 3CZ 

3m E 2C~ loy 

~ E ZC3 3C2 I 256 loy 

3-5 

6·9 

ID·15 

16·24 

25·46 

47·74 

75·80 

81·82 

83·88 

89·98 

99·110 

1ll·l22 

123·142 

143·146 

147·148 

149·155 

156·161 

162·167 

168·173 

l) E 2C3 0h 25] 174 

~ E 2C6 2C] C2 I 25] 256 0h 175·176 

622 E 2C6 2C] C2 ]Ci ]Ci 177·182 

6noo E 2C6 2C3 C2 loy 30 d 183·186 

&nz E 2C3 3C2 0h 25 3 loy 187·\90 

::! E 2C6 2C3 C2 3Ci 3Ci 191·194 

I 253 256 0h loy 30 d 

E 8C3 3CZ I 856 30 h 

E 8Cl 3C2 6C2 6C4 

E 8Cl 3C2 60d 654 

E 8C3 3C2 6CZ 6C4 

I 856 lGh 60d 654 

195·199 

200·206 

201·214 

215·220 

221·230 
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The 32 crystallographic point groups of symmetry (taken from 
reference 51, pp 294-295). 



No,M 

1 l' 
2 2' 
3 m 
4 2/m' 
5 2'/m 
6 2'/m' 
7 2'''''' 
8 m'm'2 
9 m'm2' 

10 m'm'm' 

11 mmm' 
12 m'm'm 
13 4' 
14 4' 
15 42'2' 
16 4'22' 
17 4/m' 
18 4'/m' 
19 4'/m 
20 4m'm' 
21 4'mm' 
22 42'm' 
23 4'2m' 
24 4'm2' 
25 4/m'm'm 
26 41m'mm 
27 4'/mmm 
28 4'/m'm'm 
:9 4/11/11'/11 

30 32' 
31 3m 
32 ~' 

33 ~m'2' 

34 ~'m2' 

Table A2 
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H (G - H) A 

1 (C l ) I I a 
1 (C l ) Cz. Cz: a 
1 (C l ) (1, (1, a 
2 (Cz) I; (1, I b 
m (C,,) I; CZa I b 
I (Ci ) CZa; (1: CZa b 
2 (Cz) Cb ; Cz, Ch b 
2 (Cl) UJC; u, (1, b 
m(CI~) Cl.; (1, Cla b 
222 (Dl ) I: u.r: a,: C1 z I c 
mm2(Cz") Cls; Ch ; I; (1: I c 
2/m (ClJ Cb ; Cl ,; (1,; tI, Cl , C 

2 (Cl) C:.; Cia C:. b 
2 (Cl) S;.; S:, S;, b 
4 (C.) Clst Cl ,; Cla• Clb Cl , e 
222 (Dl ) C:a• C;,; Cla • Clb Cla C 

4 (C.) I; S;,; (1,; S:. I e 
4 (S.) I; C:,; (1:: Cia I e 
2/m (Cl~) C:,; C;,: S:.: S;, C:. c 
4 (C.) uJC ' (1,: (fllt .. ad" (1, e 
mm2(Cz") C:,. C,,; (1"t" ad" (1da C 

4 (S.) Cls> Ch ; (1da. (1db Cl, e 
222 (D z) S,", S:,; (fda. adb (1da C 

mm2 (Cl") Sia. S;.: C1a • C Zb Cla C 

422 (D.) I~ (I.: S;" S:,: (/JCt a,.; (144' (f.u. I 9 
4mm (C,") I; (1,: Sia. S;,: Cls> Cl ,; CZa. Ca I 9 
mmm (Dl~) C:". C;'; CZtU C:u,; S". S:,: a.,.. adb CZa d 
42m (Du) I; 0':: ct,. C,:: ax, a,: C24 • en I 9 
4:m (C.~) ClJ:' C.z,: CZGt C2 ,,: ax. (I,: a44 • adb Cz. f 
3 (Cl ) CZI. Cil. Cil Ci. h 
3 (Cl) O'dl. (f42' O'jfl (1dl h 
3 (Cl ) (1~: Sj: Sj (1~ h 
~ (Cn ) Ci •. C1!. C: l : (f"I' (1,,1. alll C: l I 
3m (Cl") (1~: S, .S;: Cilo CZl. Cil (1~ j 

The 58 colored point groups of symmetry (taken from reference 54, pp 
573-574). 
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No,M H (G - H) A 

35 ~'m'2 32 (Dl ) 0',.; Sj, S;'; O'ul' 0',,2' auJ O'~ j 
36 6' 3 (Cl) C;; C6'; Cl Cz h 
37 3' 3 (Cl) I; S;; S; 1 h 
38 3m' 3 (Cll) ell' el2, ell; (1,,,.0'42. a,l) Cll 
39 3'm 3m (Cl") I; S6'. S;; Cll' clZ• Cll 1 j 
40 3'm' 32 (Dl ) I; S6'. s;; O'dl. O'dZ. O'dl 1 j 
41 62'2' 6 (C6 ) Cll. clZ• Cll ; Cil. clz • Cil Cll I 
42 6'2'2 32 (D l ) cz ; Ct. C6'; Ci I' clZ • Cll c: j 
43 6/m' 6 (C6 ) I; s;; Sj; S6'; S6'; O'~ 1 I 
44 6'/m' 3 (Cll) c;; c;; Cz; Sj; s;; O'~ Cz 
45 6'/m ~(CH) I; S6'; s;; Cz; c;; C6- 1 
46 6m'm' 6 (C6 ) a",. O'dl, CT,Il; aul' 0',,1' aul 0'41 
47 6'm'm 3m (Cl") Cz; ct. C6'; O'd' O'.z. O'.l Cz j 
48 6'/mmm ~2m (Dl~) I; Cz ; St. S6'; C;. C6'; 0'4 .. 0'4Z. 0'4l; Ci I' Ciz. Cll 1 n 
49 6'/m'm'm 3m (DJd) C1 ; 0',,; C;.C6'; S).Sj; Cll.Clz.Cll; O'.I.O'.Z.O'"l Cz k 
50 6/m'm'm' 622 (D 6 ) I; O'~; S;. S6'; Sj. s;; 0'41' 0'4Z. O'dl; 0'.1.0'<2' O'.l 1 n 
51 6/m'mm 6mm (C6") I; O'~; st. S6'; Sj. S;; Ci .. ClZ • Cil; Cll' clZ • Cll 1 n 
52 61mm'm' 6/m (C6~) Cllt ell' ell; ell' eil' Cil; ad .. 0'412. 0'43; ad' a~lt O'u3 Cll m 
53 m'3 23 (T) I; 0' .. 0',. 0':; S6'I. S6Z. S6'l. S6'4; S;I' S;z. S;l. S;4 1 0 

54 4'3m' 23 (T) ~.~.~.~.~.~;~.~.~.~.S~.~ O'd. 0 

55 4'32' 23 (T) C: •• Cn. CZe• Cu. Cz •• CZ/; C: .. C:,. C;" C; •• C;,. C4-. Cl • 0 

56 m'3m' 432 (0) I; S;I' S;z. S;J. S;4. S6'I' S62. S6'l. S6-4; 0' •• 0',.0',; 1 q 

~.~.~.~.~.O'q;~.s~.~.~.~.~ 
57 m'3m 43m (T4) I; S;I' S;z. S;l. S; •• S6'I. S6'z. S6'l. S6'4; 0' .. 0',. 0':; 1 q 

Cz., C:b • Cz<> Cu. C:" CZ/; C: •• c:,. C:,. C; •• C;,. C;, 
58 m3m' m3 (T~) Cl .. Cn. Cz<. CZ4 • Cz" Cl/; C: •• c:,. C:,. C.-•• C;,. C;,; C:. P 

~.~.~.~.~.O'q;S~.S~.S~.S~.S~.~ 

Table A2 (continued) 
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TRICLINIC SYSTEM 

No. or Schoenftics 
space group symbol 

.L e: PI 

1. e: pT 

MONOCLINIC SYSTEM 

z·uis unique (1st selling) [v.nis unique (2nd selling) 

No. or Schoen· 
space flies 
group symbol Shorl Full Shorl Full 

symbol symbol symbol I)'mbal 

l. e~ P2 PII2 12 PI21 

4 el 12, P1I2, P2 , Pl2,1 

1- cl 82 8112 C2 Cl21 

!. C: Pm Pllm Pm Plml 

7 C2 , Pb Pllb Pe Piel 

!. C' , 8m 811m em elml 

9 c: 8b Bllb Ce elel 

12 c ' .. P2/m PII~ P21m PI~I 
II e~ P2 ,/m PII-;!a 12 11m PI~I 

11 C:,. 821m 811~ C2lm el~1 

13 C" .. 12lb PII f P2/e PI ~I 
14 el. P2 ,/b PIli' n,le PI+I 

15 ct B2lb 8111 C2le CI~I 

The 230 crystallographic space groups of symmetry (taken from 
reference 51, pp 304-310). 
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ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM 

No. of 
Sc:hoenflics Shorl Full space 

symbol symbol symbol group 

No. of 
Sc:hoenflies Short Full space 

symbol symbol symbol group 

1§. Dl=V' Pl22 P222 36 c'l 10 Cmc2, Cmc2, 

17 Di=VI Pl22, Pl22, 

18 Dl=VI Pl,2,2 P2,2,2 
37 ell Ccr2 Ccc2 1. 

19 D;=V' Pl,2,2, P2,2,=, 1! C .. 
I. Amm2 Amm2 

20 Dl=VI C222, C222, 
39 e" 1. Abm2 Abm2 

l!. D;=V' C222 C222 
40 c" 10 Ama2 Amal 

E.. D;=V' F222 F222 
41 e'·' I. Aba2 Aba2 

11 D;=V' 1222 1222 

£ C" 10 Fmm2 Fmm2 

24 D;=V' 12,2,2, 12,2,2, 

11 Cl. Pmm2 Pmm2 
43 c" Fdd2 Fdd2 1. 

26 cl. Pmr2, Pmr2, ~ e~ Imm2 Imm2 

27 cl. Prd P~r2 

28 C~, Pma2 Pma2 
4S ell Iba2 Iba2 t, 

29 cl, P~a2, P~a2, 46 clI Ima2 Ima2 I. 

30 C;, Pnd Pnd 

31 C;, ,omn2, Pmn2, £ Dl..~V: Pmmm p!!~ 
J2 r~, Pba2 Pba2 48 & .. =q Pnn" p!!! 
33 C;, Pna2, Pna2, 

49 Dl..=V~ Pum p!H 
" .. 

34 C,o Pn,,2 Pn,,2 10 
so D' .. =V: Pba" pH! ... 

.ll. C" 10 Cmm2 Cmm2 
SI & .. ~vl Pmn,a p~~! 

Table A3 (continued) 
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ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM 

No. of 
Schoenfties Shorl Full space 

symbol symbol symbol group 

No. of 
Schoenfties ShOrl Full space 

symbol symbol s)'mhal gruup 

S2 D'u =V: Pnna p!~! 70 C;J=V!' Fddd F!!! 
440 

S3 Dl..=V: Pnrfla pH!. 
~ .. 71 OlJ=Vl' Immm I~~~ -

54 D'u=V! P.:(a p2;,!! 
SS Dt,=V: Pballl ~ ... !.! .. ~ 72 OlJ ~V!6 lhom I!U .. ~ 
S6 Dl%=Vlo PUfI pi ... !. ! , ,. 

73 OlJ = V!' Ib(a I!U . .. 
S7 Dll=Vl' Pb(m r:!.!. 

"~ 

S8 Dl! = V12 Pnnm p~~! 74 ~=Vl' Imma Ill! 
~ ... 

S9 Dll=Vl' Pmmfl p!. !.! 
~ ... 

60 DI1=Vl' Pbm pla!L " . 
61 DU=Vl' Pb.:a ~ ... !.!. . , . 
62 DI1=Vl' Pflma p2-:!:~ 

63 Dll=Vl' Cm(m c!!!. 
~,~ 

64 Dl!=vl' Cm(a CH !. 
~, . 

M. Dl!=V:' Cmmm C!~~ 

66 ~=Vr Cecm CH ! 
ct~ 

67 Ol:!=V!' Cmma Cll! 
~~. 

68 OlJ =V!2 Ceca CH! 
ct. 

~ Ol:!=V!' Fmmm F!ll 
~~~ 

Table A3 (continued) 
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TETRAGONALSYS"mM 

No. of Schoenfties 
Symbols 

I No. of Symbols 
SPaa: symbol aile spaal Schoenftics 

·sroup (standard) (a:l:b, (b'fa, e 1P'0Up symbol aile (a:l:b, (b'fa, e (llandard, 

11 C: P4 C4 .22 C: • P4mm C4mm 

76 c1 P4, C4, 100 c1. P4bm C4mb 

77 C! P4, C4, 101 C!. P4~m C4""c 

78 C: P4, C4, 102 C:. P4,nm C4,mn 

12. C: 14 F4 103 C:. P4cc C4cc 

80 C: 14, F4, 104 ct. P4nc C4cn 

105 cl. P4""c C4~m 

!! s1 P~ C~ 
106 C:. P4,bc C4~b 

!! sl I~ F~ 
107 C:. 14mm F4mm 

!! c1. P4/m C4/nr 108 C,· •• 14cm F4mc 

84 C!., P4,/nr C4Jm 109 C" .. 14,md F4,dm 

85 C:.. P41n C41n 110 C'l .. 14,cd F4,dc 

86 C:. P4,In C4Jn 
III DI.=V~ P~2m C~2 

.ll C:.. 141m F41m 
112 Dlu=v~ P~2c C~2 

88 c:. 14,(0 F4,/a 
113 DL ... v~ P~2,m C~m2, 

!2 Dl P422 C422 "114 D'u=V: P~2,c C~2, 

90 Dl P42,2 C422, ill Dlu=v~ P~m2 C~2m 

91 D! P4,22 C4,22 116 D'u=V~ P~2 C~2c 

92 ~ P4,2,2 C4,22, 117 DL=v~ P~b2 C~2b 

93 Dl P4,22 C4,22 118 D"u=V: P~n2 C~2n 

94 U. P4,2,2 C4,22, ill D'u=V: /~2 F~2m 

95 DI P4,22 C4,22 120 D~=V~a /~2 F~2c 

96 L>: P4,2,2 C4,22, , ill DU=V~' /~2m F~m2 

.2l D: /422 F422 I 122 D~=V~1 1~2d F~2 

I 
98 D:· 14,22 F4,22 I i 

Table A3 (continued) 
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TETRAGONAL SYSTEM 

Shan symbols Full symbols 
No. of 5<:hocnftics 

abc space sroup symbol 
(standard) (a±b)(II=Fa)c abc (a±b) (II=Fa)c 

ill D1. P4/mmm C4/mmm p~H ... CH.! . .. 
124 !)I .. P4/m~~ C4/m~~ p~U C~!! ... . .. 
12S D!. P4/nbm C4/nmb pH.! d.!! ••• • •• 
126 0:. P4/M~ (4/"m p!U CH! ... . .. 
127 !)I .. P4/mbm C4/mmb piLl CiH. ... . .. 
128 D1. P4/mllc C4/mctI pH.! CHL · .. . .. 
129 D~ P4/MI!" C4/111Mt p!U C!!? ... . .. 
130 0' .. P4/MC C4/IIcc pH.! CH!I ... . .. 
131 D:' P4Jmmc C4Jmcm . p~!~ ~~! 
132 Dl% P4Jmcm C4Jmmc p!aU ~!~ ... 
m DU P4Jnbc C4JII~b p!aU C!aU 

• •• ••• 
134 DU P4JMm C4Jnmn p!a.!.! ~!! ... 
13S Dll P4Jlrlbc C4Jm~b p!a!o! doH. • •• . .. 
136 DJ: P4Jmllm C4Jmmll p!a!o.! C!aH. I ... ... 

! 
137 Dll P4Jnmc C4JII~'" p!a!o! ct>!!1 i · .. ... 

j 
138 DU P4JII~m C4Jnmc p!.!I! ct>H. i .. . ... , 
ill DU 14/mmm . F4/mmm 

, 
I;!! F~!! ... , , 

140 DU 14/m~m F4/mmc IH! F~!! I ... .... , 
141 Dl: 14,/amd F4,/adm ~!3 P.~! 
142 0: 14,/a~d F4,/adc I!oH p.~~ •• 4 

Table A3 (continued) 
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TRIGONAL SYSTEM HEXAGONAL SYSTEM . 
No. of 

Sc:hocnflics Short Full I No. of 
Schocnflics Short Full space 

symbol symbol symbol I 
space 

symbol symbol symbol group group 

ill. el Pl ~ el P6 
144 e~ Pl, 169 el P6, 

145 el Pl, 170 el P6. 

lli C1 Rl 171 e: no 
172 el P6. 

1£ el, pl 17l e: P6, 

ll! el, Rl 
Cl.. p/i .ill 

ill. Dl Pll2 
I7S e1.. P6/m 

.!l2. Dl Pl21 176 e1. P6Jm 
151 Dl Pl,I2 

ill Dl P622 152 D; Pl,21 
178 Dl P6,22 

ISl Dl Pl,I2 
179 Dl P6,22 

154 Dt P3,21 ISO D: P6,22 
ill DI Rl2 181 Dl P6.22 

182 D: P6,22 
~ C:' P3ml h 

ill C~, P31m ill. cl. P6mm 

IS8 el. Pkl 184 el, Pfx:c 

IS9 C~, Pll .. 185 e:. P6,cm 

l!!!!. el. R3m 
186 e:. P6,mc 

161 ct. RJc- ill Dl. • Plim2 

188 Dl. PIiL"2 
ill. D\., pllm Pll! .!!! Dl. P/ilm , 
16l Dl. pll .. pll! 190 D;' P/i2c , 
.!§i Dl. plml Pl!1 

, , 
D1.. P6/mmm p!!~ I ill ... 165 D~ plcl Pl!1 192 D1., P6/mcc pH! i ." 1M D\., Rlm Rl! 193 D1., P6Jm .. m p!.!! I .,. 

167 Dt, Rlr Rl~ 
I 

D:" p~H I 194 P6Jmm .. 
!, .. , 

Table A3 (continued) 
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CUBIC SYSTEM 

No. of 
Schoenfties Short Full No. of 

Schocnfties Short Full 'pace symbol symbol symbol space symbol symbol s)'mbol group group 

ill T' P:!3 213 0' P4,]2 

~ Tl F2] 214 O' 14,]2 

ill T J 12] 

.ill T~ P~3m 
198 -r P2,] 

lli T3 F~]nr 

199 T' 12,] 

1!l T~ I~]nr 

lQQ TL Pml P!l 218 r. P~]n 

201 r: Pnl P!l 219 r~ F~]," 

1!!l r! Fmj F!l 220 r. 1~3d 

203 r. Fif F31 
Pnif", p;l! .ill OL 

12i rl 1",3 I!l 
Pnln P!l! 222 0: 

20S r. Pal P~l 
Pmln p~l! ~2] 0: 

206 r: laT I~l 
Pnlm p~l! 224 0: 

1Q! 0' P432 .ill 01 Fmlm F;l! 

208 0 1 P4,32 226 O~ Fm3c F;l! 

1!!2.. oj F432 227 01 FdTnr ~l! 

210 O' F4,32 228 0: Fd3c ~l! 

ill 0' 1432 .ill. 0: Im3nr I;l! 

212 0' P4,32 230 OLo la3d I~l! 

Table A3 (continued) 
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List of Shubnikov space groups (after Belov. Neronova. and Smirnova (1957)) 

Triclinic 10. P.ZI 35. C,m 60. CZ'/m 
system II. P~ZI 36. C.m 61. CZ/m' 

IZ. PCZ I 62. CZ'/m' 
CI (9) 37. Ce 63. C,Z/m 

(5) 13. C2 3B. Cel' 64. C.2/m 
(I) 1. PI 14. CZI' 39. Ce' 

2. PI' IS. C2' 40. C,e (13) 65. P2/e 

3. P,I 16. C,Z 41. C.e 66. P2/el' 
17. C.2 67. PZ'/e 

C; Cz~ 6B. P2/c' 

CI~ 69. PZ'/e' 
(2) 4. PI (10) 4Z. P2/m 70. P.2/c 

5. PH' (6) lB. Pm 43. P2/m\' 71. PbZ/c 
6. pT' 19. Pml' 44. PZ'/m 72. P,2/e 
7. P,T ZO. Pm' 45. P2/m' 73. PA2/e 

ZI. P.m 46. PZ'/m' 74. PeZ/e 
Monoclinic 22. P~ 47. P.2/m 
system~ Z3. Pem 4B. P~2/m (14) 75. Pli/e 

49. PeZ/m 76. P2dcl' 

Cz (7) 24. Pc 77. PZ'dc 
Z5. Pel' (Il) 50. P2t!m 7B. PZdc' 

(3) I.Pl 26. Pc' 51. P2t!m\' 79. PZ'dc' 
2. PZI' 27. P.e 52. P2't!m 80. P.ZI/C 
3. PZ' 2B. P,c 53. PZt!m' 81. PbZI/e 
4. P.2 29. Pbc 54. P2't!m' 82. P,ZI/C 
5. P.Z 30. P('c 55. P.Zdm 83. P421!C 
6. Pe2 31. PAC 56. PbZdm 84. Pe211c 

(4) 7. Pli (8) 
57. PeZdm 

32. Cm 
B. Pl I \' 33. Cm\' (12) 5B. C2/m (15) 85. C2/e 

9. PZ'I 34. Cm' 59. CUm\' 86. CZlc\' 

! The monoclinic space groups are given in the second of the two settings used in the International tables/or X·ra.'· 
cr.\·slal/oyrapiJy whereas previously we have used the first setting. 

Table A4 The 1651 Shubnikov (colored) space groups of symmetry (taken from 
reference 54, pp 588-597). 
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87. C2'Ic (21) 38. C222 83. P.cc2 132. PBmn2, 
88. C2/c' 39. C2221' 84. Pecc2 133. Pemn2, 
89. C2'Ic' 40. C2'2'2 85. PAcc2 134. P,mn2, 
90. C).lc 41. C22'2' 86. P,cc2 
91. C.2/c 42. C,222 (32) 135. Pbal 

43. C.222 (28) 87. P1JUI2 136. Pba21' 
44. CA222 BB. Pma21' 137. Pb'a2' 

Orthorhombic B9, Pm'a2' 13B. Pb'a'2 
system (22) 45. F222 90. Pma'2' 139. P,ba2 

46. F2221' 91. Pm'a'2 140. P"ba2 
Dl 47. F2'2'2 92. P.ma2 141. PdJa2 

4B. F;122 93. P"ma2 142. PAba2 
(l6) I. P222 94. P,ma2 143. P,baZ 

2. P2221' (23) 49. 1222 95. P .• ma2 
3. n'2'2 SO. 122ZI' 96. PBma2 (33) 144. Pna2, 
4. P.222 51. 12'2'2 97. Pema2 145. PnaZ,1' 
5. Pe222 52. 1).22 9B. P,ma2 146. Pn'a2', 
6. P,Z22 147. Pna'2', 

(24) 53. 12,2,2, (29) 99. Pca2, 14B. Pn'a'2, 
fJ7) 7. P222, 54. 12,2,2,1' 100. Pca2,1' 149. P.naZ, 

B. P222,1' 55. 12',2',2, 101. Pc'a2', ISO. P"na2, 
9. PZ'2'2, 56. 1,2,2,2, 102. Pca'2', 151. P,na2, 

10, P22'2', 103, Pc'a'2, 152, P,.na2, 
11. P.222 , Clo 104. P.ca2, 153. PsnaZ, 
12. P).Z2, 105. Pbca2, 154. Pena2, 
13, PA222 , (25) 57. Pmm2 106. P,caZ, ISS. Pena2, 
14. Pc222 , 5B. Pmm21' 107, P,.ea2, 
IS. P,ZZZ, 59. Pm'mZ' lOB. PBea2, (34) 156. Pnn2 

60. Pm'm'Z 109. P,ca2, 157. PnnZI' 
fJ8) 16. P2,2,2 61. P,mmZ 110. P,caZ, 15B. Pn'nZ' 

17. n,2,ZI' 6Z. P.mmZ 159, Pn'n'2 
lB. n',2',2 63. P,mmZ (30) Ill. Pnel 160. P.nn2 
19. n,2',2' 64. P,mm2 112. Pnc21' 161. P ,nn2 
ZO. P.2,2,2 65. P,mmZ 113. Pn'c2' 16Z. P,nnZ 
21. P,2,2,Z 114. Pnc'Z' 163. P"nnZ 
2Z. P,.Z,Z,Z (26) 66. Pme2, 115. Pn'c'Z 164. P,nnZ 
23. P,,2,2,2 67. Pme2,1' 116. P.ne2 
24. P,Z,2,2 6B. Pm'cZ', 117. P.nc2 (35) 165. Cmm2 

69. Pmc'2', liB. P,ncZ 166. Cmm21' 
f/9) 25. P2,2,2, 70. Pm'c'Z, 119. PAlle2 167, Cm'm2' 

26. Pl,2,Z,I' 71. P.md, 120, P"IIeZ 168. Cm'm'2 
27. P2',Z',2, 72. Porne2, 121. P,nL'2 169. C,mm2 
28. P.2,2,2, 73. P,mcZ, 122. P,nc2 170. C.mmZ 
Z9. Pe2,2,Z, 74. P"me2, 171. C"mm2 
30. P,2,Z,2, 75. PsIlleZ, O/J 123. Pmn2, 

76. P,lIIc2, 124. I'mn2,1' (.16) 172. Cmc2, 
(20) 31. C222, 71. P,mL'2, 125. Pm'n2', 173. CIIIL'2,I' 

3Z. C222,I' IZ6. Pmn'2', 174. ('m'd', 
33. CZ'::!'2, (27) 7R, Peel 127. Pm'n'2, 175. ('mc';!", 
34. CZ2'Z', 79. Pcc'21' 128. P.lllnZ, 176. ('m'c'2, 
35, C,222 , 80. fc'c2' 129. P.mn2, 177. (',md, 
36. C.222, RI. Pr'c'2 130. P,lIInZ, 178. C.md, 
37. C .222, 8Z. P,ccZ 131. P ,nrnZ, 179. C,III"2, 

Table A4 (continued) 
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(37) 180. Ccc2 227. Pd'd'2 272. P.cem (53) 321. P_ 

181. Ccc21' 228. F,dd2 273. P,ccm 322.\ Pmna I' 
182. Cc'c2' 274. P .• ccm 323. Pm'na 
183. <.:c'c·2 (44) 229. Imm2 275. Pec('m 324. Pmn'a 
184. C,ee2 230. Imm21' 276. P,ccm 325. Pmna 
185. C.cc2 231. Im'm2' 326. Pm'n'a 
186. C.cc2 232. Im'm'2 

(50) 277. Pban 327. Pmn'a' 
233. l.mm2 

278. Phanl' 328. Pm'na' 
(38) 187. Amm2 234. l.mm2 

279. Pb'an 329. Pm'n'a' 
188. Amm21' 

(45) 235. 11HI2 280. Pban' 330. P.mna 
189. Am'm2' 

281. Pb'a'n 331. P,.mna 
190. Amm'2' 236. Iba21' 

282. Pb'an' 332. P.mna 
191. Am'm'2 237. Ib'a2' 

283. Pb'a'n' 333. PAmna 
192 .• 4.mm2 238. Ib'a'2 

284. P.ban 334. Pamna 
193. A.mm2 239. l.11a2 

285. P.11an 335. Pcmna 
194. Aemm2 240. l.ba2 

286. PAban 336. P,mna 

(39) 195. AbmZ (46) 241. ImaZ 287. Pl.ban 
(54) 337. Pcea 

196. Abm21' 242. Ima21' 288. P,ban 
338. Pccal' 

197. Ab'm2' 243. Im'a2' 339. Pc'ca 
198. Abm'2' 244. Ima'2' (51) 289. Pmma 340. Pcc'a 
199. Ab'm'2 245. Im'a'2 290. Pmmal' 341. Pcca' 
200. A.bm2 246. l.ma2 291. Pm'ma 342. Pc'c'a 
201. A.11m2 247. l.ma2 292. Pmm'a 343. Pcc'a' 
202. Achm2 248. l"ma2 293. Pmma' 344. Pc'ca' 

294. Pm'm'a 345. Pc'c'a' (40) 203. AmaZ Dn 295. Pmm'a' 346. P.cca 
204. Ama21' 296. Pm'ma' 347. P~cca 
205. Am'a2' (47) 249. Pmmm 297. Pm'm'a' 348. P,cca 
206. Ama'2' 250. Pmmml' 29S. P.mma 349. PAcca 
207. Am'a'2 251. Pm'mm 299. P"mma 350. Pacca 
208. A.ma2 252. Pm'm'm 300. P.mma 351. Pecca 
209. A.ma2 253. Pm'm'm' 301. P .• mma 352. P,cca 
210. Aema2 254. P.mmm 302. Pamma 

255. Pemmm 303. Pemma (55) 353. Pbam 
141)211. Ab//Z 256. P,mmm 304, P,mma 354. Pbaml' 

212. Aba21' 
(48) 257. Pnnn (52) 305. Pnna 

355. Ph'am 
213. Ab'a2' 356. Pbam 
214. Aba'2' 258. Pnnnl' 306. Pnnal' 357. Pb'a'm 
215. Ab'a'2 259. Pn'nn 307. Pn'na 35S. Pb'am 
216. A.ba2 260. Pn'n'n 30S. Pnn'a 359. Pb'a'm' 
217. A.ba2 261. Pn'n'n' 309. Pnna' 360. PjJam 
ZIS. Aeha2 Z62. P.nnn 310. Pn'n'a 361. P .bam 

263. P"nnn 311. Pnn'a' 362. PAbam f42J 219. Fmm2 264. P,nnn 312. Pn'na' 363. P('bam 
220. Fmm21' 313. Pn'n'a' 364. P,bam 
221. Fm'm2' (49) 265. Pcem 314. P.nna 
222. Fm'm'2 266. Peeml' 315. P"nna ( 56) 365. Peen 
223. F,mm2 267. Pc'cm 316. Pllna 366. Peen!' 

268. Pccm' 317. PAnna 367. Pc'cn (43) 224. Fddl. 269. Pc'c'm 318. Panna 36S. Pccn 
225. Fdd21' 270. Pc'cm' 319. Penna 369. Pc'c'n 
226. Fd'dZ' 271. Pc'c'm' 320. P,nna 370. PC'CII' 
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371. Pc'c'n' 420. Pbc'n (64) 469. Cmea 518. C,cca 
372. P.ccn 421. Pbcn' 470. Cmcal' 519. C.cca 
373. P,ccn 422. Pb'c'n 471. Cm'ca 520. C"cca 
374. P"ccn 423. Pbc'n' 472. Cmc'a 
375. Peccn 424. Pb'cn' 473. Cmca (69) 521. Fmmm 376. P,cen 425. Pb'c'n' 474. Cm'c'a 522. Fmmml' 426. P .bcn 475. Cmc'a' 523. Fm'mm (57) 377. Pbem 427. P"bcn 476. Cm'ca 524. Fm'm'm 378. Pbcml' 428. P,bcn 477. Cm'c'a' 525. Fm'm'm' 379. Pb'cm 429. P~bcn 478. C,mca 526. F,mmm 380. Pbc'm 430. P,jJcn 479. C.mca 
381. Pbcm' 431. Pcbcn 480. CAmca (70) 527. Fddd 
382. Pb'c'm 432. P,bcn 528. Fdddl' 383. Pbc'm' (65) 481. Cmmm 529. Fd'dd 384. Ph'cm' (61) 433. Phca 482. Cmmml' 530. Fd'd'd 385. Ph'c'm' 

434. Pbcal' 483. Cm'mm 531. Fd'd'd' 
386. P.bcm 

435. Pb'ca 484. Cmmm 532. F,ddd 387. P.bcm 
436. Pb'c'a 485. Cm'm'm 

388. P,bcm 
437. Pb'c'a' 486. Cmm'm 

(71) 533. Immm 389. P"bcm 
438. P.bca 487. Cm'm'm' 

534. IlIImml' 390. PBbcm 
439. Pebca 488. C,mmm 

535. Im'mm 391. Pfbcm 
440. P,bca 4R9. C.mmm 

536.lm'lII·m 392. P,bcm 
490. CAmmm 

537. Im'm'm' 
(58) 393. Pnnm (62) 441. Pnma 

(66) 491. Cccm 538. l,mmm 
394. Pnnml' 442. Pnmal' 

492. Cceml' 
395. Pn'nm 443. Pn'ma 

493. Cc'cm (72) 539. Iham 396, Pnnm' 444. Pnm'a 
494. Cccm' 

540. Ibaml' 397. Pn'n'm 445. Pnma' 
495. ec'c'm 

541. Ib'am 398. Pnn'm' 446. Pn'm'a 
496. Ccc'm 

542. Ibam' 399. Pn'n'm' 447. Pnm'a' 
497. Cc'c'm 

543, Ib'a'm 400. P.nnm 448. Pn'ma' 
498. C,cem 

449. Pn'm'a' 544, Iba'lII' 401. P,nnm 
450. P.nma 

499. C.ccm 545. Ih'a'm 402. P,nnm 500. C,('('m 
546. I,bam 403. P,nnm 451. Ptflma 

404. P,nnm 452. P,nma (67) 501. Cmma 547. I.halll 
453. P,nma 

502. Cmmal' (73) 548. Ibca (59) 405. Pmmn 454. Panma 
503. Cm'ma 

549. Ibcal' 406. Pmmnl' 455. P,nma 
504. emma' 

550, Ib'ca 407. Pm'mn 456. P,nma 
50S. Cm'm'a 

551. Ih'c'a 408. Pmmn' 506. Cmm'/I' 
552. Ih' c'a' 409. Pm'm'n (63) 457. Cmem 507. Cm'm'lI' 
553, (b('a 410. I'mm'n' 45l!. Cmcml' 508. C,mmll 

411. Pm'",'n' 459. em'cm 509. C.lllma 
412. P.mmn 460. Cmc'm 510. C,lIImll (74) 554, Imma 
413. P ,mmn 461. Cmcm' 555. IlIIlIIal' 
414. P,mmn 462. e",'c'm (68) 511. Ccca 556, 1111'/11/1 
415. P,mmn 463. Cmc'm' 512. Crc/ll' 557. 1111/1111 
416. P,mmn 464. em'cm' 513. C,,om 558. 1111'111'/1 

465. em'c'm' 514, e('('a' 559, 1",,,,'/1' 
(60)417. Phcn 466. C,mm, SIS. Cc'c'/1 560. 1111'11111 

418. Phcnl' 4ti7. C.lllem 516. C<'C'/I' 561. 1,11111111 
419. Ph'cn 46K. C"lIIcm 5 17. C,,'c'/" 562. I.lllma 
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Tetragonal (82) 39. 14 84. 14 "a' 129. P4i2,2' 
system 40. I'll' 85. 14'''a' 130. P4z2',2' 

41. 14' 86. 1,4"a 131. P422j2 
C. 42. 1,4 132. P,4z2,2 

(75) I. P4 D. 133. P(4z2,2 

C.~ 134. P,4z2,2 
2. P41' (89) 87. P422 
3. P4' (83) 43. P4/m 88. P4221' (95) 135. P4322 
4. P,4 44. P4/ml' 89. P4'22' 136. P43221' 
5. Pc:4 45. P4'/m 90. P42'2' 137. P4322' 
6. P,4 46. P4/m' 91. P4'2'2 138. P432'2' 

47. P4'/m' 92. P,422 139. P4j2'2 
(76) 7. P4, 48. P,4/m 93. Pc422 140. P,4322 

8. P4,1' 49. Pc:4/m 94. P,422 141. Pc:4322 
9. P4j 50. P,4/m 142. P,4322 

10. P,4, (90) 95. P4211' 

II. Pc:4, (84) 51. P4z/m 96. P42,21' (96) 143. P43212 

12. P,41 52. P4z/ml' 97. P4'212' 144. P432121' 
53. P4i/m 98. P42'I2' 145. P432,2' 

(77) 13. P4z 54. P4z/m' 99. P4'2'I2 146. P432', 2' 

14. P4zl' 
55. P42/m' 100. P,4212 147. P432'12 

IS. P4i 56. P,4z/m 101. Pc4212 148. P,432,2 

16. P,41 
57. Pc:4z/m 102. P,4212 149. Pc:432,2 

17. Pc41 58. P,4 z/m ISO. P,432,2 
(91) 103. P4,11 

18. P,41 (85) 59. P4/ff 104. P4,221' (97) 151. 1422 

(78) 19. P43 
60. P4/nl' 105. P4',22' 152. 14221' 
61. P4'/n 106. P4,2'2' 153. 14'22' 

20. P4J I' 62. P4/n' 107. P4',2'2 154. 142'2' 
21. P43 63. P4'/n' 108. P,4122 ISS. 14'2'2 
22. P,4J 64. P,4/n 109. Pc:4122 156. 1,422 
23. Pc:4J 65. Pc:4/n 110. P,4122 
24. P,4J 66. P,4/n (98) 157. 14122 

(92) III. P412,2 158. 14,221' 
(79) 25. 14 (86) 67. P4 z/n 112. N,2,21' 159. 14'122' 

26. 141' 68. P4z/nl' 113. P4j2,2' 160. 14,2':!' 
27. 14' 69. P4iln 114. P4,2',2' 161. 14',2'2 
28. 1,4 70. P4z/n' 115. P4',2',2 162. 1,4,22 

71. P4i/n' 116. P,4,2,2 
(80) 29. 141 72. P,4z/n 117. Pc412,2 C." 

30. 14,1' 73. Pc4z/n 118. P,41212 
74. P,4z/n (99) 163. P4mm 

31. I·r, (93) 119. P4z22 164. P4mnr I' 32. 1,4, (87) 75. 141m 120. P4 z221' 165. P4'm'nr 
76. 14/ml' 121. P4'z22' 166. P4'mnr' 

S. 77. 14'/m 122. P4z2'2' 167. P4m'm' 
78. 141m' 123. P4i2'2 168. P,4mnr 

(81) 33. P4 79. 14'/m' 124. P,4122 169. Pr4mm 
34. NI' 80. 1,4/m 125. Pc4122 170. P,4mnr 
35. N' 126. P,4122 
36. P,4 (88) 81. 14"a. (100) 171. P4bm 
37. Pr4 82. 14.1al' (94) 127. P4z2,2 172. P4bnrl' 
38. P,it 83. 14j/a 128. P4z2121' 173. P4'b'nr 
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174. P4'bm' 221. P41b'c (lIJ) 267. P~l,m (119) 315. l~ml 
175. P4b'm 222. P4~bc' 268. P42,ml' 316. 14m21' 
176. P,4bm 223. P4~b'c' 269. P4'2',m 317. 14'm'2 
177. Pc4bm 224. P,41bc 270. P4'2,m' 318. 14'm2' 
178. P,4bm 225. P('41bc 271. P42',m' 319. 14m'2' 

226. P,41bc 272, P,42,m 320. 1,4m2 (IOJ) 179. P41cm , 
273. Pc42,m 

180. P41cm1' (107) 227. 14mm 274. P,42,m (120) 321. l4cl 
181. P4~c'm 228. 14mml' 

(114) 275. P41,c 
322, 14c21' 

182, P41cm 229. 14'm'm 323. 14'c'2 
183. P4 1c'm' 230./4'mm· 276. Pil2,c 324. 14'c2' 
184. P,41cm 231. 14m'm' 277. P4'2', c 325. 14c'2' 
185. Pc41cm 232, 1,4mm 278, P4'2,c 326. 1,4c2 
186. P,41cm 279. P42',c' 

(lOB) 233, l4cm 280, P,42,c (12/) 327. 1~2m 
(102) 187. P4~nm 234. 14cm1' 281. Pc42,c 328. 142m1' 188. P4 znml' 235. 14'c'm 282. P,42,c 329. 14'2'm 189. P41n'm 236. 14'cm' 330. 14'2m' 

190. P41nm 237. 14c'm' (l15) 283. P~m2 
331. 142'm' 

191. P4~n'm' 238. l,4cm 284. P4m21' 332. 1,42m 
192. P,41nm 

(109) 239. 14,md 285. P4'm'2 
193. P,41nm 286. P4'm2' (l22) 333. 1~2d 
194. P,41nm 240. 14,mdl' 287. P4m'2' 334. 142d1' 241. 14',m'd 288. P,4m2 335. 14'2'd flO)) 195. P4ce 242. 14',md' 289. Pc4m2 336. 14'2d' 
196. P4cc1' 243. 14,m'd' 290. P,4m2 337. 142'd' 
197. P4'c'c 244.1.4,md 

338. 1,42d 198. P4'cc' 
(110) 245. 14,ed (1I6) 291. P~c2 

199. P4c'c' 292. P4c21' 0 4 • 
200. P,4cc 246. 14,cdl' 

293. P4'c'2 
201. P .. 4cc 247. 14',c'd 

294. P4'c2' (l2J) 339. P4/mmm 
202. P,4cc 248. /4', cd' 

295. P4c'2' 340. P41mmml' 249. 14,c'd' 
296. P,4c2 341. P4lm'mm { 104} 203. P4ne 250. 1,4,cd 
297. P,4c2 342. P4"mm'm 

204. P4nc1' Old 298. P,4c2 343. P4"mmm' 
205. P4'n'c 344. P4'/m'm'm 
206. P4'nc (III) 251. P42m (/17) 299. P4b2 345. P4 imm'm' 
207. P4n'c' 252. P42ml' 300. P4b21' 346. P4':m'mm' 
208. P,4nc 253. piJ'2'm 301. P4'h'2 347. P41111'm'm' 
209. P,4nc 254. P4'2m' 302. P4'h2' 348. P,.4I/11mm 
210. P,4nc 255. P42'1II' 303. P4h'2' 349. P,4 l mmm 

256. P,.42m 304. P,4h2 350. P,4:/IImm r /05) 211. P4~me 
257. P,'l2m 305. P,4h2 

212. P4~mcl' 258. P,42m 306. P,4b2 (124) 351. N'mee 
213. P4~n"c 352. P4'/Ilcd' 
214. P4~mc' (l12) 259. Pil2e (/18) 307. Piln2 353: P4!m"T 
215. P4~m'c' 260. p42rl' 308. NII21' 354. P4' /II("c 
216. P,4 zlllc 261. N'2'c 309. N'n'2 355. P4'·"",(, 
217. P,4~mc 262. N'2e' 310. N'n2' 356. P4' ",'c'(' 
218, P,4~lIIc 263. P42',,' 311. NII'2' 357. P4:/II(",.' 

264. P,.42c 312. P,4n2 358, P4':",'c(' , /(16) 219. P4~be 
265. P,42" 313, P,4n2 359. P4·/II'("'.' 

220. P4~hcl' 266. 1',42c 314. P,4112 360. P,4·",,·(' 
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361. P,"4Imcc (129) 411. P4/"mm ( 1J3) 459, P4:/"bc (1J7) 507, P42/nmc 
362, P,4;mcc 412, P4!nmml' 460, P4:/nbcl' 508, P42/nmcl' 

( I ~5) 36l P41nbm 413, P4/n'mm 461. P4z/II'hc 509, P4:ln'mc 

364, P4inhml' 
414, P4'/nm'm 462, P4i/nb'c 510, P4i/nm'c 
415, N'/nmm' 463, P4i/nhc' 511. P4ilnmc' 365, P4 l n'hm 
416, P4'In'm'm 464, P4i/n'h'c 512, P4i/n'm'c 366, P4'/IIh'm 
417, P4!n",'m' 465, P42/nh'c' 513, P42/nm'c' 367, P4'Inhm' 
418, P4'In'mm' 466, P4i/n'hc' 514, P4i/n'mc' 368, P4'II,'h'm 
419, P4/n'",'m' 467, P42/n'h'c' SIS, P42/n'm'c' 369, P4lnh'm' 
420, P,4/nmm 468, P,42/nbc 516, P,4:/nmc 370, N'ln'hm' 
421. Pc41nmm 469, Pc4 z/nbc 517, Pc4:lnmc 371. P4/n'h'm' 
422, P,4/nmm 470, P,4:/nbc 518, P,42/nmc 372, PA/nhm 

373, P(,4/lIhm (1J8) 519, P4:/ncm 
374, P,4inhm (130) 423, P4/ncc (134) 471. P42/nnm 

520, P42/ncml' 
(/~6) 375, P4innc 424, P4/ncc I' 472, P42/nnml' 521. P41/n'cm 

425, P4/n'cc 473, P42/n'nm 522, P4i/nc'm 376, P4/nnc I' 
426, P4'/nc'c 474, P4i/nn'm 523, P42/ncm 377. P4/II'nc 
427, P4'/ncc' 475, P4i/nnm' 524, P4i/n'c'm 378, P4'!nn'c 
428, P4'/n'c'c 476, P4i/n'n'm 525, P42/nc'm 379, N'/nnc' 
429, P4/nc'c' 477, P4:/nn'm' 526, P4i/n'cm' 380, P4'/n'n'c 
430, P4'!n'cc' 478, P42!n'nm' 527, P42/n'c'm 381. P4/nn' c' 
431. P4/n' c' c' 479, P42/n'n'm' 528, P,4z/ncm 382, P4'/n'nc 
432, P,4/ncc 480, P,4z/nnm 529: Pc4:lncm 383, P4/n'n' c' 
433, PcA/ncc 481. Pc4:/nnm 530, P,4:/ncm 384, P,4/nnc 
434, P,4/ncc 482, P,4:/nnm 

385, Pc4/nnc 
( 1J9) 531. 14immm 

386, P,4/nnc 
(135) 483, P4:/mbc 532, 14/mmml' (131) 435, P4zlm,;,c 

533, 14/m'mm (127) 387, P4/mbm 
436, P42/mmcl' 484, P4:/mbcl' 

388, P4/mbm I' 437, P4zlm'mc 485, P4 zlm'hc 534, 14'/mm'm 
535, 14'/mmm 389, Nim'bm 438, P4ilmm'c 486, P42/mb'c 
536, 14'/m'm'm 390, P4' Imb'm 

439, P4ilmmC" 487, P4i/mbc' 
537, 14/mm'm' 391. P4'/mbm' 440, P4ilm'm'c 488, P4i/m'b'c 
538, 14'/m'mm' 392, P4'Im'h'm 441. P4 z'mm'c' 489, P4z/mb'c' 
539, 14/m'm'm' 393, P4imh'm' 

442, P4].Im'mc' 490, P4ilm'bc' 
540, 1,4/mmm 394, P4'Im'hm' 443, P4 zlm'm'c' 491. P41/m'b'c' 

395, NimHm' 
444, P,41immc 492, P,41/mhc 

(140) 541. 14/mcm 396, P,41mbm 445, Pc,4zlmmc 493, Pc4z/mbc 
542, 14/mcml' 397, Pc41mhm 446, P,41 lmnu' 494, P,41/mbc 
543, 14/m'cm 398, P,4imhm 
544, 14'/mc'm (/28) 399, P4,mnc (132) 447, P4z'mcm (136) 495, P4zimnm 545, 14'/mcm 

400, P4'mnrl' 448, P4!lmcml' 496, P4zlmnml' 546, 14'Im'c'm 
401. P4/m'nc 449, P421m'cm 497, P4zlm'nm 547, 14/mc'm' 
402, P4'Imn'c 450, P4i!mc'm 498, P4ilmn'm 548, 14'Im'cm' 
403, P4'.'mnc 451. P4iiIJrcm' 499, P4iimnm' 549, 14/m'c'm' 
404, P4'im'n'c 452, P4illn'c'm 500, P4ilm'n'm 550, 1,4/mcm 
405, P41mn'c' 453, P4 z,mc'm' 501. P41lmn'm' 
406, P4'Im'nc' 454, P4i.lm'cm' 502, P4iim'nm' (141) 551. 14,Iamd 
407, P4/m'n'c' 455, P4zim'c'm' 503. P41im'n'm' 552, 14,/amd I' 
408, P,4,mnc 456, P,4: l mcm 504, P,41/mnm 553, 14,Ia'md 
409, Pc41mnc 457, Pc4zimem 50S, Pc42imnm 554, 14',lam"d 
410, P,4tnllle 458, P,42 'mem 506, P,4z/mnm 555, 14',/amd' 
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556. 14·tla'm·d D] (159) 61. P31c 104. Rlc1' 
557. 14t1am'd' 62. P31'c 105. Rl'c 
558. 14j/a'md' ( 149) 21. P312 

63. P31c' 106. Rl'c' 
559. 14\/a'm'd' 22. P31'2 64. P,31c 107. Rlc' 
560. 1,4t1amd 23. P312' 108. R,lc 

24. P,312 (160) 65. R3m 
( 142) 561. 14t1aed 

66. R3ml' 
562. 14t1acdl' (150) 25. P321 

67. R3m' B. Hexagonal 563. 14t1ilcd 26. P321' 68. R,3m sub-system 564. 14'tlac'd 27. P32'I 
565. 14'tlacd' 28. P,321 (161) 69. R3c 

e 6 566. 14'\la'c'd 70. R3c1' 
(168) 109. P6 567. 14t1ac'd' (151) 29. P3\12 

71. R3c' 
568. 14't!a'cd' 30. P3\I'2 72. R,3c 110. P61' 
569. 14p'a'c'd' 31. P3\12' 111. P6' 
570. 1,4 tlacd 32. P,3\12 'b ld 

112. P,6 

(152) 33. P3\21 (162) 73. P31m (169) 113. P6\ 
Hexagonal 34. P3\21' 74. Pll'm 114. P6\1' 
system 35. P3\2'1 75. Pl'lm 115. P6'\ 

36. P,3\21 76. pj'lm' 116. P,6\ 
A. Rhombohedral 77. pllm' 

sub-system (153) 37. P31 t2 78. P,llm 
(170) 117. P6 5 

38. P31 1'2 118. P65 1' 
e] 39. P31 12' (163) 79. P31c 119. P6, 

40. P,31 12 80. pjl'c 120. P,6 5 (/43) I. P3 
81. Pl'lc 

2. P31' (154) 41. P3121 
82. P~'lc' 

(171) 121. P6: 
3. P,3 42. P3 121' 83. Pllc' 122. P6: l' 

43. P3 12'I 84. P,lle 123. P61 (144) 4. P3\ 44. P,3:21 124. P,61 
S. P3\I' (164) 85. P3ml 

(li2) 125. P6. 6. P,3\ (155) 45. R32 86. pjml' 
46. R321' 87. pj'ml 126. P64 1' 

(/45) 7. P3 z 47. R32' 88. pj'm'l 127. P6~ 
8. P3zl' 48. R,32 89. pjm'l 128. P,6. 
9. P,31 90. P,lml (/73) 129. P6J 

(146) 10. R3 e]. 
(165) 91. P]cl 130. P6 l l' 

I I. R31' (156) 49. P3ml 
92. PJc1' 131. P61 

12. R,3 SO. P3ml' 93. pj'c\ 132. P,6] 
51. P3m'l 94. P~'("I 

ell 52. P,3ml 95. PJc'1 
e.

l
_ 

(/47) 13. P3 (/57) 53. P31m 
Q6. P,3c1 

(174) 133. p~ 
14. pJI' 54. P31'm ( 1(6) 97. R]m 134. PC;I' 
IS. pj' 55. P31m' 98. Rjml' 135. p[,' 
16. P,3 56. P,31m 99. Rj'm 136. P,C; 

17. R3 (/58) 57. P3c1 
100. Rl'm' (148) 
101. R:!",' Ch_ 

Ill. R31' 51!. P3c1' 102. R,J", 
19. RJ' 59. P3c'I (/75) 137. P61m 
20. R,J 60. P,3c1 (167) 103. R3c 138. P6!ml' 
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139. P6'/m 183. P6J 2'2' 225. P62'm' 271. P6J/m'm'c' 
140. P61m' 184. P,6J 22 226. Pl.2nr 272. P,61 immc 
141. Pb'/m 
142. P,6/nr Cbr ( 190) 227. P62c Cubic 

228. P62c1' system 
(176) 143. P6J/m (183) 185. P6mm 229. P6'2'c 

144. PbJ/nrl' 186. Pbmml' 230. P6'2c' T 
145. P6j/m 187. Pb'm'm 231. P62'c' 
146. PbJ/nr' 18S. P6'mm' 232. P,62c (195) I. P23 
147. P6j/nr' 189. P6m'm' 2. P23' 
148. P,6J/m 190. P,bmm Dh • 3. P,23 

Db (lH4J 191. P6cc (191) 233. P61mmm (l96) 4. F23 
192. P6ccl' 234. P6/mmm I' 5. F23' ( 177) 149. P622 193. P6'c'c 235. P6/m'mm 6. F;l3 

ISO. P6221' 194. P6'cc' 236. Pb'lmm'm 
IS\. P6'2'2 195. P6c'c' 237. P6'lmmm' (197) 7. 123 
152. P6'22' 196. P,6cc 23S. P6'lm'm'm S. 123' 
153. P62'2' 239. P6'lm'mm' 
154. P,622 (l85) 197. P6Jcm 240. P6lmm'm (198) 9. Pl,3 

19S. P6J cml' 24\' P6Im'm'm' 10. Pl,3' (J78) 155. 1'6,22 199. P6jc'm 242. P,61mmm I I. P,2,3 
156. P6,221' 200. P6jcm' 
157. P6',2'2 201. P61c'm' (192) 243. I'6lmcc (l99) 12. 12,3 
15S. P6',22' 202. P,6Jcm 244. P6lmccl' 13. 12,3' 
159. P6,2'2' 245. P6lm'cc 
160. P,6,22 (l86) 203. P6Jmc 246. P6'lmc'c T. 

204. P6Jmcl' 247. P6'lmcc' 
(J79) 161. P6,22 205. P6'Jm'c 24S. P6'/m'c'c (200) 14. Pm3 

162. P6,221' 206. P6jmc' 249. P6'lm'cc IS. Pm3' 
163. P652'2 207. PbJm'c' 250. P6/mc'c' 16. Pm'3 
164. P6522' 20S. P,61mc 251. P6Im'c'c' 17. P,m3 
165. P6,2'2' 252. P,6/mcc 
166. P,6,22 DJ• (20l) 18. Pn3 

(193) 253. P6J/mcm 
19. Pn3' (180) 167. P6122 (187) 209. P6m2 254. P6J/mcml' 20. Pn'3 

16S. P61221' 210. P6m21' 255. P6J/m'cm 21. P,n3 
169. P6::2'2 21 I. P6'm'2 256. P6j/nrc'm 
170. P6i22' 212. P6'mZ' 257. P6j/mcm' (202) 22. Fm3 
171. P612'Z' 213. P6m'Z' 25S. P6j/m'c'm 23. Fm3' 
172. P,6 222 214. P,6m2 259. P6j/m'cm' 24. Fm'3 

! (181) 173. P6.22 (188) 215. P6c2 
260. P6J/nrc'm' 25. F,m3 
261. P6J/m'c'm' 

174. P6.221' 216. P6c21' 262. P,6J/mcm (203) 26. Fd3 
175. P6~2'2 217. P6'c'2 27. Fd3' 
176. P6~22' 21S. P6'c2' ( 194) 263. 1'61/mmc 

28. Fd'3 
177. P6.2'2' 219. P6c'2' 264. P6Jimmcl' 29. F,d3 
17S. P,6.22 220. P/lc2 265. P61/m'mc 

266. P6j/mm'c (204) 30. 1m3 
(J82) 179. P6J 22 (189) 221. P62m 267. ,D6j/mmc' 31. 1m3' 

ISO. P6 JZ21' 222. p62nr I' 26S. P6j/m'm'c 32. Im'3 
IS\. P6j2'2 223. P6'2'm 269. P6j/m'mc' 
IS2. P6j22' 224. P6'2nr' 270. P6J/mm'c' (205) 33. Pa3 
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34. Pa3' 62. P,4332 (220) 89. 14311 118. Fm'3m 
35. Pa'3 90. 143'd 119. Fm3m' 
36. P,a3 (213) 63. P4,32 

91. 14'3d' 120. Fm'3m' 
64. P4,3'2 121. F,m3m (206) 37. 1a3 65. P4',32' 

38. la3' 66. P,4,32 O~ (226) 122. Fm3c 
39. la'3 123. Fm3'c 

(214) 67. 14,32 (221) 92. Pm3m 124. Fm'3c 
0 68. 14 ,3'2 93. Pm3'm 125. Fm3c' 

69. 14',32' 94. Pm'3m 126. Fm'3c' (207) 40. P432 95. Pm3m' 127. F,m3c 
41. P43'2 96. Pm'3m' 
42. P4'32' T~ 97. P,m3m (227) 128. Fd3m 
43. P,432 129. Fd3'm (215) 70. P43m (222) 98. Pn3n 130. Fd'3m 

(208) 44. P4l 32 71. P43'm 99. Pn3'n 131. Fd3m' 
45. P4 l 3'2 72. P4'3m' 100. Pn'3n 132. Fd'3m' 
46. P4i32' 73. P,43m 101. Pn3n' 133. F,d3m 
47. P,4 l 32 102. Pn'3n' 

(216) 74. F43m 103. P,n3n (228) 134. Fd3c 
(209) 48. F432 75. F43'm 135. Fd3'c 

49. F43'2 76. F4'3m' (223) 104. Pm3n 136. Fd'3c 
SO. F4'32' 77. F.43m 105. Pm3'n 137. Fd3c' 
51. F.432 106. Pm'3n 138. Fd'3c' 

(217) 78. 143m 107. Pm3n' 139. F,d3c (210) 52. F4,32 79. 143'm 108. Pm'3n' 
53. F4,3'2 80. 14'3m' 109. P,m3n (229) 140. lm3m 
54. F4j32' 141. Im3'm 
55. F.4 ,32 (218) 81. P43n (224) 110. Pn3m 142. Im'3m 

82. P43'n III. Pn3'm 143. Im3m' 
WI) 56. 1432 83. P4'3n' 112. Pn'3m 144. 1m' 3m' 

57. 143'2 84. P,43n 113. Pn3m' 
58. 14'32' 114. Pn'3m' (230) 145. la3d 

(219) R5. F43c 115. P,n3m 146. la3'd 
( 212) 59. P4)32 86. F43'c 147. la'3d 

60. P4J 3'2 87. F4'3c' (225) 116. Fm3m 148. la3d' 
61. P4j32' 88. F,oI3c 117. Fm3'm 149. la'3d' 
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Di~r-
loCIlc T~riodic-Group SchaeD6ies Symbol. Symbol Pro- Weber 

Net Group Full HermaDD-
(DG) MauguiD Symbol. 1 RC Number aDd OrieDtatioD. II rsed b~ Num· 
Num· other thoD that liveD iD ITXRC . NiKKi ber' 

ber 

Oblique 1 PI Cil - I IPI 1 
2 PI Cil _ 2 IPI 2 
3 P211 C,l _ 3 1st setting IP2 8 
4 Pmll C,l _ 6 1st setting mPl 3 
5 Pbll C,' - i IBt setting aPl 4 
6 P2/m 11 Ch -10 1st Betting mP2 12 
7 P2/b 11 Ch -13 1st setting aP2 13 

Rectangular 8 P112 Ct' • 3 2nd setting 1P12 9 
9 PU2. C,' • 4 2nd setting IPI2. 10 

10 CU2 Ctl - 5 2nd setting 1012 11 
11 PUm C,I • 6 2nd setting IPlm 5 
12 PUa C,' - 7 2nd setting eba IPlg 6 
13 CUm C,I • 8 2nd setting 101m 7 
14 P112/m Ch ·10 2nd setting IPI2/m 14 
15 P112./m Ch -11 2nd setting IPI2./m 15 
16 C112/m C: A • 12 2nd setting 1012/771 16 
17 P112/a Ch • 13 2nd setting cba IP12/g 18 
18 P11 2./a C: A • 14 2nd setting eba IPI2.!g 17 
19 P222 D t ' ·16 IP222 33 
20 P222, D,' - 17 bea IP222. :l4 
21 1'22.2. D,I • 18 IP22.2. ..-

"il 
22 0222 D,' - 21 1C222 ;)6 

23 P2mm C~. ·25 IP2rnm 19 
24 1'7117112 C~. - 25 bea 1IIP12m 23 
25 Pm2.a C:. ·2(l eba IIIPI2.g 24 
26 Pbm2. C: • • 2(l aeb aP12,m 25 
27 Pbb2 C:. ·27 aeb uP12g 26 
28 P2ma C:. ·28 1P2mg 20 
29 Pam2 C: • • 28 aell bP12711 27 
30 Pab2. C:. ·29 aell bP12,g 28 
31 Pnb2 C:. ·30 bea nP12g 29 
32 Pnm2, c~. -31 aeb nP12.111 30 
33 P2ba ~. - 32 1P2gg ::!1 
34 C2mm .: - 35 1C2mm '22 
35 Cm7112 C'· - 38 bca mC12m 31 
36 Cam2 CU·39 bca aC12m 32 
37 1'2/711 21m 2/711 Dh-47 mP2mm 37 
38 P2/a21m 2/a D: A ·49 cab aP2mg 38 
39 P2/n 2/b2/a Dh ·50 nP2gg 39 
40 P2/m 21/711 2/a D: • • 51 aeb mP2mg 40 
41 P2/a 2./771 2/711 Dh - 51 aP2mm 41 
42 P2/n 2/711 21/a Dh- 53 aeb nP2mg 42 
43 P2/a 2/b 2.la Dh- 54 cab aP2gg 43 
44 P2/m 21/b 21/a D: A • 55 mP2gg 44 
45 P2/a 21/b 2./711 DU -57 bea aP2gm 45 
46 P2/n 2./711 2./m D~: - 59 nP2m711 46 
47 C2/m 2/771 21m Da·65 mC2mm 47 
48 C2/a 2/711 2/m DH - 67 aC2mm -IS 

Square 49 1'4 C " ·75 IP4 58 
50 1'4 8,1 ·81 1P~ 57 
51 P4/m Ch -83 mP4 61 
52 P4./n C~A - 85 nP4 (l2 
53 1'422 D,I ·139 1P422 67 
54 1'4212 D,' ·90 1P42.2 68 
55 P4mm Ct. ·99 IP4mm 59 

Table AS The 80 diperiodic space groups of symmetry (taken from reference 55), 
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Diper-
iodle Triperiodie.Group Schoen81es Symbol Symbol Pro- Weber Group Full Hermann-Net (DG! Mauguin Symbols ITXRC Number and Orientation, if posed br ~um-

Num- other than that Kiven in lTXRC A.NiKKi bero 

ber 

Square (cont.) 56 P4bm C~. - 100 IP4gm 60 
57 PiI2m D~d - 111 IPiI2m 63 
58 PiI2,m D=d· 113 IPiI2,m 64 
59 P4m2 D~d - 115 IPiIm2 65 
60 P4b2 Did· 117 IP4g2 66 
61 P41m 21m 21m Dh· 12.'3 mP4mm 69 
62 P41n 21b 21m D~~ • 125 nP4gm 70 
63 P41m 2,lb 21m Dh·l27 mP4gm il 
64 P4/n 2,lm 21m Dh·129 nP4mm 72 

Hexagonal 65 P3 C~I • 143 IP3 49 
66 P3 C~ i • 147 IP3 50 
67 P312 DJ' ·149 1P312 54 
68 P321 D3t • 150 1P321 53 
69 P3m1 C~ • • 156 1P3m1 51 
70 P31m C~ • • 157 IP31m 52 
71 P3121m D~d • 162 1P31m 55 
72 P321m 1 D~" • 164 1P3m1 56 
73 P6 C.' ·168 IP6 76 
74 P6 Ch • 174 mP3 73 
75 P61m CA~ • 175 mP6 78 
76 P622 D.' . 177 IP622 79 
77 P6m", CA • • 18.1 IP61117n 77 
78 P6m2 D~A • 187 mP:!m2 74 
i!l P6211L D~A • IR9 mP32111 75 
gO P61m. 21m 21m Dh • l!)l IIIP6111m 30 

Table AS (continued) 
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